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ABSTRACT

This qualitative research falls into the special education context of inclusion and a

new provincial policy model for special education entitled Pathways ro Programming

and Gradllation. It examined the reported day-to-day collaboralion belween seyen

special education teachers. the participants. and classroom teachers. in one school district

of Newfoundland and Labrador. Canada. Each participanl completed an interview and a

reflective journal. This study found that participants usually pulled students OUt of the

classroom for special education services. and typically collaborated by talking together.

rather Ihan by more direct means. such as teaching together. Three major themes

emphasized by the special education teachers emerged in this research. First.lhe

participants often felt isolated. primarily from the typical classroom enYironment, but also

from a lack of professional collegiality. Second. the participants experienced both

conslraints on their time to collaborate. as well as elaborating on how they spend their

collaboration time. Third. they noted issues of power. related 10 role boundaries with the

classroom teachers. directives from supervisory bodies. and special education teacher

knowledge. The special education teachers lended 10 view ideal collabomtion as

including planned collaboration time during the instructional day. professional

inservicing related <0 collaboration. and training thaI focuses on interpersonal skills.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

Backgro/lnd

Since the 19505 and 1960s. special educators have adopted alternate

interpretations of the notion of integration: alternate views of what is meant by educating

students with special needs in the general classroom setling. In the 19705, the expression

mainstreaming was predominant: "the provision of free, appropriate education in the

most suitable sclling for all youngsters with exceptionalities" (Winzer. 1999, p.38).

Currently. inc/usioll is the favoured word. a tenn with a meaning broader than previous

understandings of integration, in that it relates to meeting the needs of all students, with

or without disabilities. in the general education selling.

In 1975, the United States passed the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act

(IDEA). requiring that all students be educated in the Least Restrictive Environment

(LRE) possible which meet their educational and social needs (Mercer, 1997; Winzer,

1999). This act focussed on improving the educational opportunities for students with

exceptionalities, and stressed that students with special needs should be educated together

wilh nondisab1ed peers (Monahan, Marino & Miller, 1996). The 1997 revision "changed

from one that merely provided disabled children 10 access to an education to one that

improves results for all children in our education system" (United Slates Depanmem of

Education, 1999a, p.I). The practice of the LRE encourages the educlltional placement of



students with e:\ceptionalities into the general classroom setting. with learning focussed

on the general curriculum (United States Department of Education. 1mb).

The mainstreaming of e:\ceptional students in the regular classroom became an

issue in the Canadian school system in the 1980s when special education practices

became a focus of debate (Winzer. 1999). During the 19805, Canada brought the Regular

Education Initiative (REI) into reality. This initiative focussed on the intermingling of

regular and special education to provide a diverse education system for allleamers. The

goal was the integration of students with particular needs into the general classroom and

their retention in the educational system. Under the REI. classroom teachers were

expected tn adopt a consulting role. one in which classroom teachers would lake a greater

responsibility for the teaching of all students. including those deemed students with

special needs (Hallahan & Kauffman. 1991; Winzer. 1999). By 1991, the prevalence of

students in segregated educational environments was at its lowest (Winzer, 1999).

Throughout the 19905 and currently. the rntionale. efficacy, and implications of including

students with special needs into general education classes are being explored. as are

attitudes towards and interpretations of integration (Mercer, 1997).

In Newfoundland and Labrador. special education policy 15 stales. 'It is directed

that each school board ensure students are assigned to and have their programs delivered

in the same leaming environment as their age peers. except where there are compelling

reasons for altemate assignments" (Government of Newfoundland & Labrador. 1999.

p.5.19). During this move towards inclusion as a focus model for special education in



S(:hools.lhe roles of the special education teacher and the classroom teacher have been

changing in order to deliver effective and appropriate teaching services to Sludents with

exceptionalities. NOI only are classroom teachers and special education teachers taking

on new roles with the implementation of inclusive classrooms and schools. but these roles

imp:lct one another. Classroom teachers. special education te:lchers and educational

researchers are considering how to successfully negotiale this lransfonnation and

integration of roles into effecti ve special education practice. One way thaI special

education teachers and classroom teachers have been attempting to resolve these changes

and to work successfully together is through the process of collaboration.

Problem

The Department of Educalion in Newfoundland and Labrador has begun to

implement various plans of support for students with special needs in the classroom

setting. Parhways to Programming and GradlfOtio/l (Pathways) (Government of

Newfoundland & Labrador. 1998) and the Individual 511ppon Sen'ices Plan (ISSP)

(Government of Newfoundland & Labrador, (997) emphasize a collaborative inlra and

interagency learn approach within and beyond the school setting. This focus is also

supponed by the Special Education Policy Manual (Government of Newfoundl:lnd &

Labrador. 1987). and its pl:lnned successor. the Special EducatiO/I Policy Mallual (Draft

Version) (Government of Newfoundland & Labrador. (999). Two essential members of

support services teams at the school level are the special education teacher and lhe
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classroom teacher of a child with special needs.

Within the team approach. the special education teacher may be designated to

have a number of roles ranging from consultation to direct involvement (Government of

Newfoundland and Labrador, 1987). which may in tum overlap. in pan, with the rot.: of

the classroom teacher. The ISSP document states that the special education teacher.

"collaborates with the classroom I subject teacher:' "facilitates 'n collaborative efforts:'

"provides consultation" and "shares data" in specified areas (Government of

Newfoundland and Labrador, 1997. p.87). It also suggests that the special education

teacher could act as a consulting and collaborating teacher, cooper.lting with the

classroom teacher. exploring and providing supports, ideas. and programs, working in the

regular classroom with a slUdent or. for example, obtaining technological supports for use

in the regular classroom. As well. the special education teacher could work with the

classroom teacher to modify COUl'$C outcomes and the special education teacher could

prepare, provide or leach some modified or alternate course work. The special education

teacher can also assess. monitor. evaluate, record and report on progress of students with

special needs.

Similarly. the Stlident Suppon Services Polic)' MalllUJ.l (VinlandiStrait of Belle

Isle School Board, 1995, p.16) states that 'The Special Education (Special Needs

Resource I Challenging Needs) Teacher serves as the primary fCsource within the school,

working in conjunction with other teachers. to meelthe needs of exceptional students."

This teacher "monitors student progress through observation. assessment and consultation

II



with other teachers" (p.17) and "coordinates team decisions and recommendations into a

cohesive program plan" (p.21)

The assumptions underlying Ihe principles of special education have a

collaborotive focus, as reflected in the Special Education Polic)' Manl/al (Draft)

(Government of Newfoundland & Labrador, 1999). The latter Special Education Policy

Manual (Draft) refers to:

Ihe willingness of all personnel to be responsible for all

students;

2. the sharing of a vision for Ihe success of all students:

3. the full acceptance of diversity within the student

population:

4. priorities for change are systematic. school wide and aimed

al prevenling difficulties from arising or escalating;

5. maximum access 10 educational opportunities for all

students

6. possibililies exist for working effectively wilh diversity

from both service and program perspectives

7. a philosophical base about programming which facilitates a

common understanding of what is involved in support

services planning.

"

(p.3.1)



Finally. the following policies direct teachers towards collaOOr.1tion:

Policy II: It is directed that exh school board enSUr1: students

with eAttplionalities 3te provided access. where required. to

services which are available through coordination and

collaboration among panicipating individuals. agencies. and

departments (Government of Newfoundland &. Labrador. i999.

p.5.2)

Policy 16.1: The classroom/subject area tcacher is part of the

continuum of supports and sh3tes responsibility for students with

ell.ceptionalities (Government of Newfoundland &. Labrador. 1999.

p.5.20)

Policy documents, manuals and models !hat emphasize team collaboration 10 meet

the needs of e:m:p1iona! children provide guidelines for the roles of various team

members. For the special education teacher collaborating with the classroom teacher.

general ell.pectations an:: given in such documents regarding how their respective roles

may work. Aside from the team meeting processes outlined in the ISSP model, however.

current provincial information provides no practical suggestions. models. or supports for

effective day-Io·day collaboration of the special education teacher with the classroom

teacher.

13



Purpose and Questions

The purpose of this research was to investigate how special education teachers

and classroom teachers are currently working together on a day-to-day basis. From the

point of view of the special education resource teacher. this study ex.plored the ex.tent to

which and how the team work model suggested in the Pathways and [SSP documents is

being implemented through daily collaboration. In addition, this study looked at the

aspil1ltions of special education teachers regarding what they consider to be ideal day-to

day collaboration between special education teachers and classroom. The guiding

research questions were:

How do special education tC3chers describe their day-to-day collabol1ltion with

the classroom teachers of students being supported by special education teachers?

What do special education te3chers see as an ideal model for day-to-d3Y

collaboration with special education teachers?

This research was carried out as a qualitative study of special education teacher

coll3boration in one region of Newfoundland 3nd Labrador. The main t«:hnique for data

collection was interviewing, along with the completion of a teacher collabor:nion journal.

Dma collected was analyzed thematically, and is presented with relevant research and

provincial policies integl"'J.ted. Following is Chapler 2, a Literature Review, Chapter 3.
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Methodology. Chapter 4. Results, and Chapter S. Conclusions.

Significance

For special education teachers struggling with the implementation of new

provincial guidelines. the availability of a situationally specific. well-developed

collaborative approach to special education would be beneficial. The description of such

an approach is useful in developing uniform consistency in the collaborntion process

associated with special education services in schools working within the Pathways

model.

This study holds significance for both special education teachers and classroom

teachers working with special education teachers. [t provides a description of the current

collaborative practices in typical cooper.lting teacher pairs. thus providing further detailed

information about the role of the special education teacher. This role is outlined in ooth

the "Who Does What?'" segments of each Pathways explanation (Government of

Newfoundland and Labrador. 1998), and in the "Potentia.l Support Services Planning

Team Members"' segment of the ISSP publication (Appendix A: p.69, Government of

Newfoundland and Labrador. 1997).

This study also expands the step by step ISSP process outlined in "The Individual

Support Services Plan: The Process" (Fig. I: p.7). providing a. further role definition for

the special education teacher in the step of this process entitled "Implementation of

(lSSPI Plan:' It provides an ideal model for day-to-day collaboration. from the poim of

15



view of the special education teacher participants. as well as ideas about suppons th,1t

special education teachers feel are necessary for this ideal teacher collaboration.

This research is also timely in that as well as implementing a new provincial

special education model. the education community is currently faced with a high rate of

teacher retirement. The combination of these factors means this is an opponune time to

implement new policies. procedures and attitudes IOwards special education services. As

Sllpponing Leaming: Repon ofrile Minis/erial Panel on Educational De/h'e')' i1l rlre

Classroom (SlIpponi1lg Leaming) (Government of Newfoundl3nd 3nd Labrador. 2000)

indic3tcs, 'There is the opponunity and potential now to reshape the te3ching force in

ways that will help meet the challenges presented by changing school configurations and

program demands" (p.l4).

Glossary

CoUaboration: Collaboraril'e collslllralion is a problem solving relationship

defined as. "an interactive and ongoing process where individuals with differem

expenise. knowledge. or experience voluntarily work together 10 create solutions

10 mutually agreed upon problems" (Robinson, 1991. p.441-442). For the

purposes of this research. the process of collaborative consultation is intended to

apply to the collaboration of special education teachers and classroom teachers.

The processes described by Robinson can be applied to a range of service delivery

models in special education, Kauffman & Trent (1991) view collabomtion and

16



consullalion as service delivery models as well. Although Ihe former definition

was presented to special education teachers in this study. they interpreled it more

straightforwardly. usually as teachers simply working together. The related terms

often considered synonymous 10 collaboration by the general population such as.

for example. leamwork and cooperation. are nOI distinguished between in the

responses of special education teachers.

Siudents wilh Special N~s: For the purposes of this research. studems with special

needs are identified by their inclusion in the case load of a special education

leacher. This research assumes that students working with special education

leachers are placed on the caseloads of special educalion teachers due to a

recognized need. It is beyond the scope of this study 10 explore whelher the

assessmem and diagnoslic history of the special education students of the teacher

participanlS in this study were all in cases correctly designated as special needs

sludents. Students receiving special education services. though. are currenlly

expecled to have undergone a comprehensive assessment intended to diagnose

and documem exceptionalities within sel categories. The lem students wilh

special needs will be used synonymously with tenns such as swdents wilh

exceptionalities or special education .~/ltdellls.

Special [ducalion Teacher: ··Special education teachers are used to provide

programming (support) for studenlS with exceptionalilies" (Government of

Newfoundland & Labrador. 1999. p.5.29) The lenn speciCiI education/eaeller. for

17



the purposes of this study. refers to the group of SpeCi31 services teachers entitled

non-c3tegorical special educ3tion teachers. The provinci3l government

regul3tlons divides special education teachers into the fonner 3S wel1 as

challenging needs reachers who are 3110cated for students who fit a certain criteria

of exceptionality: moderate global severe cognitive delay. severe physical

disability. severe emotional/behavioural disorder. severe learning disability. or

severe health/neurological/related disorder. Non-categorical, multi-categorical.

resource. regular special education. or instructional resource teachers. are

sometimes interprovincially described as learning assistance serviccs or tcachers:

British Columbia defines this specially as, "school-based. non-categorical

resource services designed to support classroom teachers and their students who

have mild to moderate difficulties in learning and adjustment" (British Columbia

Department of Education. 1997). Special education teachers and its related terms.

such as special educators. are used interchangeably in this research. The training

of special education teachers does vary greatly: many in such positions do not

have the full required training completed.

ISSP: The Individual Slfpport Services Plall (ISSP) is a written document that is

described as. "collaborative" "interagency" "child focused" with "supports and

services" (Pyne. :2000. p.I). providing a focus for all community services for

children with special needs, and reflecting a general trend toward interagency case

management for those with disabilities. Components such as team membership.

18



individual strengths and needs. goals and objectives. and ~rvice needs comprise

the progmm planning described in an (SSP (Government of Newfoundland and

Labrador, 1997). 'The overall purpose of the ISSP process is to ensure continuity

of services at all developmental stages in a child'styouth's life" (Government of

Newfoundland and Labrador, 1997, p.l)

PaJluvays: The tenn Pathll'Q"!-'s refers to the provincial model for special education

practice entitled Pathways to Programming and Graduation (Government of

Newfoundland and Labrador, 1998). This provincial document provides special

education policy for the planning of individualized programs for students with

special needs in the province of Newfoundland and Labrador. It provides "a

structure for the educational component of the ISSP that may be simple or

complex depending on the student's need" (Pyne, 2000, p.t). Pathways is

summarized by these terms and definitions:

Pathway 1: provincially approved programs

Pathway 2: provincially approved programs with supports:

accommodations and adaptations

Pathway 3: modifications to prescribed programs

Pathway 4: altemate progrnms

Pathway5:altematecurriculum

(adapted from Government of Newfoundland & Labrador. 1999. p.6.40)

19



CHAPTER 2

Literature Review

Provincial. national and intemalional studies have been carried out ell.amining the

collaborative approach and needs of special education teachers and regular classroom

teachers working together in inclusive classroom seuings. The authors cited in this

chapter have engaged in quantitative and qualitative empirical research. comparative

studies. and theoretical analysis (leCompte & Preissle, 1993). culminating in models of

collaboration. providing descriptions of special education practice. and revealing teacher

perceptions of collaboration.

Models

Mercer (1997) repo"s alternate models for effeclive cooperation from various

researchers: collaborative consul!ation. teacher assistance teams, peer coaching. peer

collaboration, and cooperative or team teaching. He also cites findings from a 1989

Council for Exceptional Children survey thai discovered members see the need for more

collaboration. coordination and beller relationships between special education and general

education personnel. Various researchers have. as Mercer has done, suggested different

types of models 10 carry oul collaboration between classroom teachers and classroom

teachers in order to suppa" inclusive classrooms. Many researchers base thcir model of

collaboration around the term collaborative consultation, but are unique in the det:lils of

10



how collaboration is implemented. Models of collaboration also include olhcrconcepls

of collaboration. such as the following examples of co-teaching. consultation.

communication. intcrnctive teaming. enrichment remediation. and inclusion plus.

One example of a model of collaborative consullation is provided by Robinson

(1991) in "Collaborntive Consultation". In this article. she provides a summary of one

understanding of the process of collaborative consultation. where team members work.

together on a basis of equality to meet the needs of students with special needs. This

definition of collaborative consultation is differentiated from the tenns of either just

collabor.ltion or consultation alone by its characterization of. "mutual trust and respect

and open communication" (p.446). Its necessary components include relationships that

are continuous and interactive. members that have both diversity and role parity. a

voluntary willingness to work. together. and a focus on mutually chosen problems.

The assumptions that underlie collaboration - parity among

participants. belief that all educators can learn better ways to

teach all students. and educalOrs should be actively involved in

creating. as well as delivering. instructional innovations - must be

kept in mind as one defines the interaction among individuals and

the structures within which collaborative relationships operate.

(Robinson. 1991. p.447)

The teachers that are pari of collaborative teaching groups may t:lke pari in collaboi.ltion

through indirect service provision by assisting with problem-solving. or they rn:lY provide
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direct service through cooperative teaching or by providing instructional innovations for

Ihe classroom environment. According to Robinson, the skills needed for collaboration

include a knowledge about the process of collaboroltion ilself. To support Ihis, she

includes reference to a lengthy taxonomy of necessary skills developed by West &

Cannon (1988), categorized by Robinson as knowledge about the collaboration process

and effective instruction as well as knowledge about change and program development in

schools. She outlines three types of barriers to collaboration: personal barriers based on

the characteristics of individual teachers: structural barriers related 10 school provisions:

andextemal barriers related to provision of funds. regulations and support.

In their article "Issues for Service Delivery for Students with Learning

Disabilities," Kauffman & Trent (1991) discuss service delivery issues related to school

structures. the environment of special education service delivery. personnel, programs,

:lnd the various options for service delivery. Within these areas related to special

education services for students with learning disabilities, Kauffman & Trent also carry

out a review of consultation and collaboration as an essential type of special education

service delivery. They describe the coll:lboraling teachers as either a pair with equal role

parity. or with one member acting in the expert consultant role. Kauffman and Trent

focus on reviewing the work of other researchers in the :lre:l of collaboration. outlining a

range of difficulties with the implementation of effective collaboration. They stress that a

difference exists between the theoretical models for these types of service delivery, and

the logistical realities of actually implementing them within schools.



A focus on the process of collaborative consultation is pro\<ided by Carr & Peavy

(1986), Canadian researchers who also detail the dual role of the special education

resource teacher as both instructor and consullanl. The authors suggest a collaborative

consultation model made up of a seven-step approach to carry out indinx:t service

delivery when working with teachers and other involved professionals. They describe the

consultation process as occurring on a continuum from establishing a relationship.

problem identification and clarification. and goal seuing. which according to the authors.

is an unique feature of this model. [0 the development of ideas and stmtegies. a plan and

action plan focussed on the idenlified problem. The sevenlh step involves tactics [0

empower the collaborative aspect of the consultation relationship.

Another understanding of collaborative consultation is presented by West & Idol

(1990) who see it as both a way to deliver services, as well as a process based on

discussion. In "Collaborative Consultation in the Education of Mildly Handicapped and

At-Risk StudenlS:' these researchers present the process of what they tenn the scientific

an of collaborative consultation, as well as service delivery to special education. They

believe that this is distinct from simple cooperation and that it crcates the mutual

empowerment of involved teachers. A defining characteristic of collaboration is shared

responsibility and shared authority, rather thanjusl teachers working together.

Collaborative consultation can be both a discussion-based process and as well a way to

deliver special education services, according to West & Idol. Theyoutline the purposes

of collabomtive consultation as both prevention and remediation of both learning and
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behaviour problems. as well as the coordination of individualized progmms. The stages

in carrying oUlthis process include goal/entry. problem identification. intervention

recommendation. implemcnlation recommendations. evaluation and redesign. For the

success of collaborative suppon services. West & Idol oUlline the imponance of staff

development. different vehicles for approaches 10 collaboration. and the provisions for

scheduling and time allowances.

Special educator Vargo (1998) suggests anOlher approach to collaborative

consultation focussed on the imponance of communication between the special education

teacher and classroom teacher. In her model. collaborative consullation is based on the

use of open-ended questions in conver.;ation. Special educators. according to Vargo.

should initiate and maintain open communication with classroom teachers following the

specific time frames and conversation guides provided. Vargo suggests using a

communication journal. taking notes. and providing feedback.

"The ultimate goal is for general educator.; to feel comfonable and open to

involving the special educator with more active instructional planning for a given student.

which may lead to team planning for the entire class" (Vargo. 1998. p.SS). As well. she

suggests that practices apan from positive communication skills can have a positive

impact. Special education te;Jchers should usc specific. immediate. positive feedback.

both oml and written; they should again provide immediate positive post-observation

feedback. sharing written observations: they should extend each time block to al least 4S

minutes: and finally. special educators should consider resistance from classroom

,.



teachers during inclusion. reacting with respe1=t and caring to this challenge.

Some researchers believe that collaboration can be carried out through different

understandings :lpan from wh31 Olhers h:lve described as collaborative consult3lion. Co

tcoching as:l type of collaborative speci:ll education service delivery is one e.\ample of a

different model, Ripley (1997) found thai models of collaboration between speci:ll

education teachers and regular classroom teachers have changed with indusion, Her

research. outlined in. "Collaboration between General and Special Education Teachers"

refers to a model of collaborative service delivery where the spe1=ial education and

classroom teachers act as co-teachers in the regular classroom environment, Although the

typical role of the special education teacher in collaooration focuses on assessments,

adaptations. provision of teaching ideas and infonnation about learning processes of

students. she repons an increase in collaborative and cooperative teamwork and details

the most substantial change as the need. "to share the goals. decisions, classroom

instruction, responsibility for students, assessment of student learning. problem solving,

and classroom management in the same classroom" (p.]), Ripley calls for higher Ic\'cl

cooperation. funhcr preservice and inservicc teacher education. and "time. suppon.

resources. monitoring. and. above all. persistence" (p.]) to successfully implement

collaooration. She feels that ensuring an equal pannership, involvement in all aspects of

teoching.joint planning between collaborating teachers. and feelings of ownership over

changes in the classroom brought about through these inclusion practices are also

imponant for collaborative teaching. For this cO-leacher collaborative planning to be
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successful. time is an essential factor: overlapping planning time for collaborating

teache~ is the suggested model. As well. in Ripley's repon. cooperation on all levels of

educational administration from the individual school to the district offices, staff

inservicing and rn()(ivation are included as factors in its implementation. She

recommends Ihat all preservice teachers should study methods for successful inclusion.

Ripley also reviewed general findings for the use of collaborative teaching

methods between regular and special education teachers. She states that, according to

Wal!her-Thomas. Bryant & Land (1996), collaboration has been shown to have benefits

for all students working in a collaborative classroom. Special needs students.

specifically. have been shown to have better self-images. motivation. social skills. peer

interJ.ctions. and an increased understanding of personal strengths. Professionally.

teachers have beuer support and growth. and tend to exchange their skills. making better

use of a wider range of teaching competencies. Collaborating teachers are seen 10 be

more motivated and to have parental support.

The history of collaboration and consultalion is reviewed by research group

Coben. Chase Thomas. Sattler & Voelker Morsink (1997), who outline these two models.

pointing OUI that. "the phrase collaborative consultation emerged in the mid 1980s as a

special education service delivery option for students with mild disabilities" and that,

"Collaborative consultation has been the preferred model of many special educators.

general educators. and administrators in recent years" (p.429). Both the strengths and

limitations of the collaborJ.lion. consultalion. teaming. and collaborative consullating
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approaches to teachers working together arc summarized. The authors then suggest an

imeractil'e teall/ing model as an alternative. trans.<Jisciplinary approach to teachers

working together. The guiding principles for imeractive teaming are nOled as

participation and leadership, goal developmem, communication, decision mak.ing and

connict resolution. This teaming of services is intended to be cohesive, mutual.

interactive. and made up of groups of equal partners working together for a common goal.

Coben, Chase Thomas, Sattler & Voelk.er Morsink summarize by concluding that the use

of models of collaboration for imegration is essential. a core skill for educators of

children with special needs, and should be included as a comprehensive feature of both

preservice andinservice teacher training.

The enrichmem remediation tcam.tcaching model is another alternate approach to

teacher collaboration. Angle (1996) suggests "an integrated approach. with general and

special education teachers working together to encourage each student"' (p,9). This

approach to collaboration is one model of collaboration that is intended to integrate

remediation and build on studems' interests and motivate learning. Both the general

education teacher and the special education teacher in this model assess, plan. instruct

and work with small groups, as a teaching team.

Angle describes the five.step process to enrichment remediation using the

example of teaching language skills as part of a social studies curriculum. First. the

teacher team assesses language skills together. During step two, teachers gather

information about specific strengths and weaknesses for Future student grouping, and
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presem a range of topics to students within a chosen curriculum area. In stcp three.

specific topic choices are made, objectives are cooperatively established and supporting

materials are gathered. Step four imegrntes needed skills teaching such as word

recognition, comprehension, and skill genernlization within the chosen topic of study.

Lastly, step five is a plan for presentation and ceremony to celebrate their [earning and

accomplishments. The idea is that·· ...all students wi" by being challenged by

collaborating teachers who believe that they are responsible for all children in the general

education classroom" (p.IO).

A nexible alternative to collaboration is described through programming based on

consult:ltion. using what authors Phillips & McCullough (1990) teon the "collaborative

ethic" in. "Consultation-Based p,'Ogramming: Instituting the Collaborative Ethic in

Schools:' They believe that consullation can be put in place as the basis for special

education services. In order to implernem the collaborative ethic in a school environment

as a basis for consultation. schools need to reach a group consensus about the role of

collaboration, and follow the process to put this ethic in place. The collaborative ethic is

defined by five precepts: shared responsibility. shared accountability. confidence in

mutual benefits, conviction of the wonh of the process :lnd its positive correlates. In

choosing a fonnat. schools need to consider administrative supports. inclusive

participation. shared ownership. its feasability. and the implementation of corresponding

staff development.

Lastly. one team of authors suggests a model for the future of special education
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and the inclusive classroom. This model of inclusion pills recommends relaining the

division between special education and regular education. a COnlmst to most models of

collaboration that seem to be merging lhe roles of special education leachers and

classroom teachers 10 some extent. With their critique of current inclusive education

Zigmond & Baker (1995) in "Concluding Comments; Current and Future Practices in

Inclusive Schooling:' respond with a model for the future. They slrongly suggest a

model for speci31 education services in the context of inclusion. but one that is a "vision

of inclusive schooling Ih31 preserves 'good special educalion pr3Ctice' in a pull.out

selling wilh support services that help sludents and their te3chers manage the general

educalion classroom" (p.247). The first part of their model focuses on continuing to

provide more resources for special education, which. according to Zigmond & Baker, will

show an increased need over time. Second, they suggest that when reform is coming

from a general education perspective, which lhe authors say lhe inclusion movement is, a

commitment to the extra services needed for special educ3tion mUSI remain intact. Third.

they hold that special education must be proactive. focusing on individual needs in an.

"imense. IIrgenl. relentless and goof directed' (p.249) manner, with 3 focus on validaled

teaching melhodologies to meet these needs. Fourth, they recommend lhat the

specialized training of special education teachers should continue alongside general

teacher training for inclusion. Zigmond and Baker emphasize the necessary distinction

between inclusive education for alL and special education to meet the special needs of

special educalion students within inclusive education.
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Practices

"Collllboration is the cornerstone of inclusion llccording to Bradley, King·Sellrs

lind Tessier·Switlick (1997). As special educlltors and regulllI educators begin working

more closely to develop lind implement positive lellITling experiences for the SpeCilll

needs child in the regular classroom. mllny of their gOllls can be reached through

collaboration. To achieve these goals there must be shllred responsibility. mutual

planning. and joint problem-solving" (Carey. 1997. p.S4). The practice of special

education is often varied between teachers. within a school. and within a school district.

province or other boundaries where continuity might be expected. Such differences in

practice are studied and described by researchers who are focussing on recording the

current practice of special education.

The following example of special education for one special education teacher

exemplifies the diversity of pmctice. as it occurs on a larger scale. A personal case study

with the researcher renecting on varied experience working with classroom teachers and

inclusive classrooms was carried out by Howells (2000). a special educator. In this

renective study, she describes the different collaborative relationships that were cre:lIed in

her school. the different roles she played in the regular classroom. and culminates with a

list of lessons learned that provide other teachers with recommend:ltions for carrying out

collaboration. She experienced both negative and positive relationships when she

attempted to introduce a school simultaneously to both having a special education
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resource te;lcher for the first time. and to coll;lboration as part of this service. With some

teachers. she was ellpe<:ted to withdraw students for services. with another to te;lch the

entire class and to provide services for groups of students and individuals. For another

teacher. she provided behavioural plans. as well as providing demonstrations. reports and

consullations, among her other duties as a special education teacher. She had difficulty

obtaining and maintaining the support of her administmtor for carrying out special

education, and experienced varying levels of resistance to change from classroom

teachers, from verbalized rejection of inclusion. to reluctance to accommodate for special

needs. to a less obvious general lack of involvement with general classroom activities.

She experienced successes when teachers were willing to talk, to include her in the

classroom environment. to ask for help and to accept and implement some

recommendations. From these ellperiences, Howell believes that special education

teachers that are trying out collaboration should be wary of making any assumptions

about the skills and willingness of teachers to implement collaboration in any school.

She also suggests that special educators should stay focussed on the tasks that are part of

a special educator's role and remain realistic. Teachers should also ensure that they are

patient in establishing relationships and new roles. Finally, she summarizes that

"collaboration is a learning process for all involved. Some collabomtion is better than

It may not be perfect, but accept it as a stan" (HowelL 2000. p.I60).

In Newfoundland and Labrador, Younghusband (1999), summarizes and interprets

a range of findings regarding inclusion in classrooms. and relates these to the details of
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Ihe local Pathways special education practice. Through "Where are we Going on

PathwaysT' Younghusband responds to this silualion by confinning that "the role of

special education teal:her and that of the regular classroom teacher have become confused

10 mosl teachers" (pA). specifying the confused roles of team teaching by such pairs. She

believes that Pathways has not provided infonnation about implementation. and thai

support syslems have not been set up effectively. The inclusion. according to

Younghusband. of students wilh e.'(ceptionalities in the classroom requires cooperJtion

between all categories of school ~taff. including the classroom and special educators.

"Our goal is to provide a classroom environment in which all children can learn together.

be supportive of one another and yet remain aware of individual differences"

(Younghusband. 1999. p.5). Teachers need to work together. providing advice. support.

assistance. ideas. and materials for each other.

Stainback and Stainback (1996) ciled in Younghusband (1999), suggest that

planning is the first step towards successful inclusion. She notes that no teachers. apart

from spe!:ial education specialists. are expected to take part in special education

preservice training. and claims thai training must be provided to the classroom teachers to

effectively meet the needs of exceptional children in the classroom. Younghusband ciles

Scruggs and Mastropieri (19%). for example. who found that leachers need to be

supported when including exceptional children in the classroom environment. and

concluded that a number of these needs overlap with the role of the special education

tcachers. They also suggeslthat classroom teachers in un inclusive model need planning



time specifically for exceptional students, training, cuniculum materials, reduced class

size, more personnclto help accomplish objectives, and "regular contact with special

education teachers" (p.4),

In another study of the special education system in Newfoundland and Labrador.

Philpon (2001) reviews the history and current prnctices of inclusive education, as well as

central issues such as legislation. criticism, and future directions that various educational

researchers have suggested. In "Inclusive Education: Reviewing the Criticism to Find

Direction," Philpott relates this information to the current practice and government

documentation relating to inclusion in provincial classrooms. He concludes that.

although inclusion is only one type of proposed service delivery model along a

continuum, the overall stance in Newfoundland and Labrador is that. "While this

population of students (special education students] is the responsibility of all educators

and the goal is to support them on the regularcuniculum through the Palhways modeL

inclusion is an ideal thai both parents and teachers aspire to." (p.9)

In the wider COnleltt of Canada, the British Columbia Department of Education

(1997) conducted an extensive survey through interviews and school meetings to review

the provincialleaming assistance services, which culminated in the "Review of Learning

Assistance Services Report." In its examination of approaches to service provision, this

inquiry found a variation between districts, schools. and gr.lde levels. as well as

differences related to school sizes. teacher preferences and I or teacher skills. Even with

these variations, some common themes were found. These themes emerged as "a move
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to more collaborative models," (British Columbia Depanmem of Education, 1997, p.l4)

and an organization of special education services designed to link each classroom teacher

with a single suppon teacher.

Most learning assistance (LA) teacher participants reponed that they usually

spend between zero to 15 percent of their time. or zero to 10 hours a week. on

consult3lion with other teachers, and all teachers fell into the six to 10 hour a week

category for time spent on school based team meetings. They tended to work outside the

classroom to deliver services. Teachers responded thai some learning assistance

strategies that worked for students were "coordination, collaboration and consultation

through the School-Based team" and the "Co-teaching model" (British Columbia

Department of Education, 1997, p.68). Some favourable changes resulting from the use

of a learning assistance model were expressed as positive suppon for. and enhanced use

of collabordtive planning, service delivery and decision making, as well as a greater

openness and a feeling of ownership with this approach. There was, "more

communication between classroom teachers and Learning Assistance teachers with

collaborative planning and consultation" (p.70>. The school visits carried OUI indicated a

positive regard for the use of consultation. In addition. sample responses from teacher

meetings showed that, "Having opponunities for o.:ollabomtion between LA teacher and

classroom teachers instead of being fully 'blocked in'" (p.n) is a positive step. From the

district interviews that were also carried out, the researchers concluded that collaboration

in special education services results in the best possible servio.:es for both teachers and
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their students. This study also indicated that challenges to the learning assistance type of

service provision exist. Teachers must be encouraged and supponed to continue

collaboration processes in service delivery. Some common concerns noted were the time

constraints on consultations. meetings and cooperative planning. fean of teacher

overload and the need to balance collaboration with direct service delivery.

A European qualitative study of a divcrse group of experienced special cducation

adherents from ten countries outlines the roles of professionals as well, noting the

"fundamental principles for cooperation between special and mainstream education"

(European Agency for Development in Special Needs Education, 1996, p.1 l, as pan of a

multi-faceted focus. This study examined the prevalent understandings of the important

clements in scrvice provision and the cooperation of these groups. and showed a number

of esscntial foci for effective interactions including a child centred. social process

oriented perspective in a positive, cooperative environmenl along with careful

documentation. Tenns such as interdependent and multi.supportivc are used. The

document suggests that cooperation is essential and that it serves to address individual

teacher needs and abilities. To effectively make use of cooperation, a carefully outlined

framework is necessary, along with flexibility in that structure and approach.

Extensively outlined examples of effective special education models of inclusion in

various countries studied are also provided.

One qu:mtitative study based in California explored collaboration practices in

resource-based special education programs. focussing on the collaboration between
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resource and classroom teachers in grades six through eight. This study. '''The Success of

Collaboration Resource Programs for Students with Disabilities in Grades 6 Through S:'

focussed on resource teachers as participants. examining their school-based practices of

collaboration. The authors of this study concluded that: "As more students with

exceptionalities remain in the general classroom. special education teachers across the

country. and panicularly resource specialists. are expected to collaborate and consult with

general educators to assist them in serving students with mild disabilities" (Karge.

McClure & Patton. 1995, p.79). This group of researchers found that models of service

delivery involving collaboration and I or consultation are practical. realistic possibilities

for alternative progrJ.ms in resource-based education. and that teachers show an interest in

such processes.

A concern noted in this study was time. Although teachers feel they have enough

time for individual conferencing about a student or a certain procedure. they often felt

they had inadequate time 10 implement a collaboration program. The researchers

concluded that the teachers in this study likely do not have adequate planning lime.

Collaboration was e.'I.pected at the level of school adminiSlration. but was not supported

by the provision of related teacher planning time. Collaboralion efforts were shown to be

carried out more spontaneously or infonnally, often initiated unilaterally by the resource

teacher. The collaborative resource model described by respondents was most commonly

direct instruction. with curriculum I teaching modifications and pull-out as the next most

chosen model. Co-teaching. on the other hand, remained in the bottom half of the choices
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provided.

Respondents felt that the mosl important issue in effective collaboration was a

posilive teacher altitude. while Ihe least relevant issue was Ihe degree of disability. "This

may be preliminary evidence indicating that full inclusion can be successful if a teacher is

willing 10 modify and accommodate a studenlS with disabilities in the general classroom"

(Karge el al.. 1995, p.83). Participants Ihus felt that the faclor of greatest hindrance to

collaboralion was teacher attitude and a lack of lime availability. and the leasl hindering

factors were Ihe degree of disabilily severilY as well as a lack of family support. The

majority of resource leachers responded that a combination of both pull-oul and

consultation and I or collaboration ;s their preference in a collabomlion model. They

mostly agreed that. in general. teachers do understand their personal responsibility

towards programming for sludents with learning disabilities. that site administrators

provide suppon. and that collaboralion can result in successful full inclusion. They

mostly disagreed Ihat adequate training exists. or that enough lime is available for

collaboration.

Karge et al. (1995) concluded that progress is being made towards collaboration in

Iheir focus populalioo - resoor<;e teachers in a middle I junior high setting. They hold

that most oflhe teachers in their study are using collaboration in some fonn. although

some expressed a need for assistance in beginning collaborative practices. As well. they

concluded that collaboration is reponed as successful for involved studenls. ahhough

some students were perceived as losing some essenlial instruction time. Karge el al.
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(1995) suggest that adminislralive suppan should be accompanied by resource and

training suppan, and that collaborative models should be defined. retaining flexibility,

with appropriate workload modifications made as required.

ConsultQtion. Collaboration and Teallnwrkfor SlIIdel1ls witll Special Needs

(Detlmer. Thurston & Dyck. 1993) is a comprehensive, research-supponed manual of

theory and practical suggestions about teachers working together 10 carry out special

education practices within schools and school systems. This volume covers topics

ranging from the hislOry of school consultation. to professional developmenl. to the future

of consultation. collaboration and teamwork.

It focuses first on defining and differentiating terms associated with school

consultation. its benefits. obstacles and processes wilh the school system, then outlines

the initiation and continuation of school consultation. as well the roles. responsibilities

and skills and competencies for its effective practice. This manual provides some history

and research about school consultation with a focus on outlining the elements that make

up a range of differenl structures to carry out consultation in schools. As well. the

manual focuses on diversity. examining the diverse characteristics and the effects of the

differences between adults involved in collaboration and the types of needs of differenl

groups of studenls.

COnSllllalioll. Collaboration and Teamll'orkfor SlIfdel1ls with Special Needs

(Deltmer, Thurston & Dyck, 1993) also presents some pmctical strategies related to

problem solving, by presenting a range of step-by-step processes to solve problems.
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providing the reader with sample verbal prompts. suggestions if processes do not meet

with success. and dialogue-based instruments to support problem-solving. Effecti ve

communication is also stressed through the presentation of a range of skills and

constraints to its effectiveness. Strategies 10 avoid stress and its related effects. ways 10

efficiently manage meetings and student records, the role of support services. and ethical

considerations are also presented. along wilh the components of a plan to evaluate

collaborative practices, how to develop such a plan. and ways 10 evaluate the contexl.

process and content of consultation.

Collaboration is then related 10 the characteristics of effeclive schools. programs.

teachers. and behaviour management techniques, in addilion to strategies for developing

inclusive classrooms, including teacher·direcled. peer-assisted, sludent-direcled, and

behaviour management approaches. along with supportive classroom modifications.

Models for developing parent partnerships and barriers to such relationships. and

methods, models and techniques for further teacher training are also provided. Finally.

consultation. collaboration and teamwork links societal change and changing schools,

suggesting models for the future of collaboration. and predicting subsequent challenges.

Beyond these outlined practices, proposed ways to support collaborative special

education practice also exisl. The "Mainstream Practicum Project" (Ludlow et al.. 1996)

is such an example. It suggesls a curriculum to train teachers with the goal of a dual

cenification in both classroom teaching and specia.l education as a response to the added

demands of inclusion. This model proposes that teachers would be beller trained 10 work
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in an inclusive classroom environment if they were trained to work in an inclusive class

as well as specializing in an area of special education. Ludlow et 011. (1996) report that.

'""To date. only a few experimental teacher education programs have undertaken the

challenge of jointly preparing regular and special educators to work col1abormively in

integrated schools" (p.252).

Similarly. The "Praxis Pannership Program: an initiative of Northem Arizona

University. combines theory and pmctice as one way of facilitating inclusion through

teacher training (Carey. 1997). In this progmffi. which was created as a field·based

program through the cooperation of a uni versity and a school district. students discuss

and observe str:lIegies and put these strategies into practice during integrated daily special

education classroom teaching experiences. The focus of this model is on six strategies:

cooperative learning. collaborative teaming. panner learning. peer tutoring. student

empowerment and creative problem solving (Williams and Fox. 1996. cited in Carey.

1997).

To tmin professionals already teaching. many suggestions for teacher inservicing

exist. Glauhom (1990). for example. suggests using cooperative professional

development as a school-widc initative. or as a supplement to a collaborative model of

special education consultation. He sees all models of special education consultation. even

the collaborative consultation model. as still relying on the special education tcacher in an

expert role when working with the classroom teacher. In addition. collabomtive

consultation is limited to a focus on problem-solving. Coo!Jerative professional
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development is intended to transcend these problems by creating teams of special

education and classroom teachers to work together on a basis of member equality. This

model for professional development can be carried out in four ways: through professional

dialogues. curriculum development. peer supervision or peer coaching. although.

Glauhom emphasizes thai a flexible approach is more effective. Involved participants

can discuss issues of interest. share experiences. focus on curriculum. share observations

and hold peer conferences. or provide collegial feedback.. Although a range of

prerequisite supporting conditions are necessary for its implementation. its goal is

"professional growth of both the special education teacher and the classroom teacher"

(p.31) Glatthom's hope is that when professional skills arc improved. student

achievement will grow.

Collabor.uion can be enhanced by the use of strategies in schools. A review of

techniques to enhance collaboration Ihrough the use of specific communication stroltegies

is outlined by Hollingsworth in. "We Need to Talk: Communication Strategies for

Effective Communication" (2001). Hollingsworth summarizes the professional literature.

noting that collaborating teachers need to discuss classroom adjustments. technology.

roles. model instruction. student behaviour. standardized testing and consistency for

individual programming. while also sharing successful collaboration initiatives. She also

outlines different ways 10 communicate in order to develop what she terms a

communication network. Teachers can share information through implementing an

individual school·based needs assessmenl process to discern areas of need. by carrying
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our some type of professional development. and by creating newsletters and developing

groups for studying or dialogue.

Perceptions

Ontario-based researcher and educator Stanovich (19%) discusses teacher

collabomtion in a diverse student population. providing recommendations for general

educators. Stanovich states that. 'The relationship between the gencml education teacher

and the special education teacher is the most crucial one in tenns of effective

collabomtion for delivery of service to exceptional students who are mainstreamed or

integrated in general education classrooms" (1996. pAO). She sees collaboration as an

effective way of canying out a partnership during all phases of individual education plan

processes. for devising classroom changes and meeting the needs of students with

behavioral challenges.

Research has also focussed on accumulating data related to the perceptions about

collaboration and its related issues. from the point of view of teachers involved in

carrying out collaboration in lheir classrooms. These studies have been carried out by

surveying groups of teachers for their personal auitudes, as well as more inductive

reOective studies of collaborative teams. Locally. one Newfoundland and LabiJdor-based

study was carried out by Bedi (1996), who completed a quantitative study of the

collabor.ltion between special education and regular leachers. entitled. Collaboratioll
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between Regular and Special Education Teaclrers for Educating Students with Mild

Disabililies. In this doctoml dissertation. Bedi utilized the statistical analysis of

questionnaires focussing on inclusion. and looked at the perceptions. practices and

obstacles to collaborative consultation, including the perceived effects of its

implementation on classroom teachers. He found that special education teachers

generally had favourable attitudes towards the practice of collaboration, but that those

without special education degrees were less supportive of collaboration. Those that had a

positive opinion towards collaboration also had the expectation of a greater work load,

and both the groups of less experienced teachers and female regular educators felt their

work load would be affected modestly by collaborative prnctices.

Bcdi found that leachers' altitudes towards collaboration affected the likelihood

that collaboration would be implemented. School size also affected collaboration

practices: teachers in smaller schools had more of an innuence on the practice of

collaboration, and opinions surrounding collaboration. In tum, they had fewer obstacles

to collaboration. The responses showed that. overall. the group of special education

teachers were rated as having the greatest level of responsibility for students with special

needs.

Some obstacles to collaboration were found in this study. Regular educators. for

example, encountered more obstacles to collaboration than special educators. such as

teacher workload. a lack of time and professional preparation, as well as a lack of support

for collaboration and poor provision of necessary materials. More collaboration,
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according to Bedi, did lead to a reduction of obstacles to collaboration. The implications

of these findings is that an appropriate time allocation for consultation practices should be

put in place. and interdisciplinary professional development focussing on skills and

training that would in tum lead to bener collaboration should be developed

A second Newfoundland and Labrador-based study, "Teacher Stress in One

School Dimict of Newfoundland and Labrador. A Pilot Study:' carried out by

Younghusband (2000). gathered and analyzed quantitative data relating to occupational

stress. including infonnation related to teacher roles. Younghusband used a Liken scale

with five steps from "rarely" or "never true" up 10 the highest rating. "most of the time:'

in order to measure subscales relating to stress. The results of her pilot study showed thaI

teachers experience a great deal of stress. with the greatest area of stress relating 10 the

subscale entitled "Role Overload." Younghusband cited Osipow's inventory definition

as "Role Overload measures Ihe degree to which the demands of the job ellceed the

resources (personal and institutional)" (p.3). Younghusband also provided dala and

analysis related to the subsequent categories of"Role Insufficiency:' "Role Ambiguity,"

"Role Boundary," "Responsibility" and "Physical Environment" as they related to the 100

participalingteachers.

In a study concentr.l!ing on inclusion, Minke. Bear. Deemer & Griffin (1996)

surveyed and questioned teachers in an area with a long history of inclusive practice

about their aniludes and perceptions surrounding inclusive classrooms. The groups

participating in the research included three different types of leaching assignments:
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classroom teachers, classroom teachers carrying out both inclusion and team tcaching

with a special educator, Olnd the special education members of the laller teams. Relcv:ant

to collabor.lIion. they concluded that a lack of :access to what the authors term as

protected resources - resources that cannot be used to service other children - impacts

negatively on teacher perceptions of thc adjustment of students without e.\ceptionalities.

and their perceivcd own role overload in an inclusive environment. Teachers Ihat

volunteered to take part in the team teaching approach to inclusion showed a greater

satisfaction wilh their teaching assignments than those who were not volunteers.

Teachers indicated an understanding of the skills needed to carry out this type of team

teaching for inclusion and the challenging nature of such teaching roles, poinling out a

need for changes in class size. preparation time. space and funding.

Similarly, American researcher Gold (1995), in "Successful and Unsuccessful

Collaborative Practices among Rural Speci:al and Regular Educators" c;\amined teacher

perceptions about collaboration by surveying both special education and regular

education teachers in rural communities who were reponedly active in collaboration.

Using aquantitative approach through Liken scale questionnaires. she found that teachers

measured to be Jess successful col1aboralOrs correctly perceive themselves as having less

suppon for role reciprocity in the two groupings of teachers. Gold concluded that.

"profession:al credibility issues, differing conceptual frameworks, and cenain

collaborative practices may diminish collaborative outcomes" (p.I). As well. she found

that the role of the principal and practices in collaboration related specific;llly to
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individual school nonns. decision making and autonomy may also affect collaboration.

Her suggestions for improvement are to augment school support for more and better

collaboration among surveyed te:lcher groups. Some funher recommendations emerging

from this study include the suggestion that time forcoll:lboration be ensured. and th:ll this

time depend on the level of individual student need. Gold feels that collaboration should

be fonn:llly encouraged through planned meetings set by administration and that student

successes partially auributable to collabor.ltion should be shared. In addition. teacher

training coursework for regular educators, classroom teachers and school administrators

should include collaborative methods.

The research team of Voltz, Elliott & Cobb (1994) carried out a national

American quantitative survey of both classroom and special education resource teachers.

In this study. "Collaborative Teacher Roles: Special and General Educators," teachers

were asked to rate a range of items related to teacher roles which were analyzed and

reported in tabular form. According to this collected data, the authors reached a number

of conclusions about classroom and special education teacher collaborative roles. The

special education resource teachers who were surveyed noted the constraints of

scheduling, time and training as barriers to collaboration. Voltz et at reported that team

teaching was the only role not cited as a 'often or always' ideal by classroom teachers.

Overall. teachers teaching in each other's classrooms tended to be rated as a less ideal

practice. The highest rating of any role for either teacher was the role of the special

education teacher instructing in the special education classroom. The authors found that
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special education tcachers rated themselves as carrying out collaborative roles more oftcn

than classroom teachers percei ved this to be the case. They found more support for

collaboration through verbal eJl;changes than collaboration by teaching together. or

teaching in the same classroom. Teachers surveyed were satisfied with the nature of the

collaborative roles. if nolthe quantity. However. a gap did exist between actual and ideal

practice that could be mitigated by. for example, providing specific time for

collaboration. This greater time allotment for collaboration would help to build

relationships between collaborating teachers. as well as later encouraging team teaching

after thc growth of trust and support.

Anothcr survey of teacher attitudes. 'Rural Teachers' Attitudes toward Inclusion:'

(Monahan. Marino & Miller. 19%) found that barriers to inclusion included a preference

for pull-out services for special education teaching by classroom teachers. a lack of

resources. and the necessity. again. of collaboration between special and regular

educatOr<;. Monahan et at. discovered that teachers felt that they would be able to figure

out their relative positions of authority in a team teaching situation. and that team

teaching should be modelled as pan of inclusion practise. One recommendation

suggested in this study is further teacher education to support inclusion.

Educational researcher Din (19%) surveyed special education teachers taking part

in direct and indirect special education services to gather infonnation related to the role

and prnctice of special education. In this study. "How Special Education Services are

Delivered in Kentucky Regular Public Schools in the Context of the Educational Refonn
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Movement:' students were placed in different forms of service delivery through full and

partial inclusion. He found that the pr.1ctice of inclusion was becoming more common

over time. Overall. he discovered that teachers need more suppons and materials and that

they have difficulties with role definition, workload and communi,;:ating changing types

of special education service deli very. He also indicated the need for the inclusion-related

training of regular classroom teachers.

Other researchers chose to focus on a smaller number of participants. and gathered

qualitative, reflective data on teachers involved in collaborative relationships in schools.

One study focussed on the process of developing a new teaching relationship by asking a

teacher team to reflect on their changing relationship.

Researchers Salcnd. Johansen. Mumper. Chase, Pike and Dorney (1997)

conducted a year-long reflcctive case study of a cooperative leaching team in New York

State. defining cooperative teaching as the collaboration between general educators and

other professionals working together in a general education environment. This general

educator and special education teacher pair working together in a kinderganen class to

serve the needs of a class with a combination of special needs and nondisabled children

detailed the process of integrating their teaching through a journal and interviews.

Reflections from the school principal were also gathered through personal interviewing.

The two teachers who participated in this process found it rewarding, enjoyable and

stimulating, although they did initially struggle with issues related to their relationship

boundaries and teaching differences. A number of themes emerged from teacher
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reflections. These themes included teachers beginning to share and blend their skills and

strenglhs respecting each other's differences: growing through confronling Iheir

professional differences: finding renewed joy in teaching and beginning to risk-lake in

the collaborative environment. In addilion, the teachers developed a feeling of

community using the language of partnership after initial concerns with control. aulhority

roles, slyles, professionalterriwry. differences and feelings of not belonging. This sense

of community then seemed to have a positive effect on students: "In addition to

improved socialization skills, the teachers also reported positive changes in the students'

acquisition of developmental and preacademic skills" (Salend et al.. 1997. p.8). These

successes were n()(cd to be related to the high level of administrative support provided for

this collaborative effon, as well as to the use of a leachingjoumal as a reflective tool. The

researchers suggest that school personnel need to be sensitive to Ihe struggles in

collaboration efforts. and that a venue forcommunical!on should be provided for teachers

engaged in such processes. Administrators need 10 provide support for cooperative

teaching Ihrough a variety of venues. Lastly. those training teachers should provide both

preservice and inservice training on a range of issues related to classroom and spe1:ial

educators teaching together.

In "Whose Job Is It Anyway? Educational Roles in Inclusion," Wood (1998)

used a qualilative case study 10 examine a group of three collahorative teams in a school

district in which inclusion was still fairly innovalive. The teams included the parent and

child as well as teachers, but the researcher focussed on data gathered from Ihe general
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and special education team members. She discovered that special education and general

education teachers do experience role overlap and differences in role expectations and

perceptions, and that these incongruities tended to negatively affect teacher self-concept,

without negatively affecting student learning, and Wood (1998) concluded that role

connict may have a negative effect on inclusion programs. She looked at the specific

feelings of teachers related to inclusion, and perceptions of both the obstacles and

supports for collaboration.

Teacher participants all agreed on the roles of the special education leacher: to

teach individualized programs: to be an instructional modcl; gcncroolte behavioural

programming: and to supervise other involved paraprofessionals. Special education

teachers also earned out necessary paperwork duties. including preparing iodi vidualized

educational plans, seeing this duty as their appropriate obligation and as a necessity, given

the impracticality of the generalist teacher carrying out this function. Overoolll, "special

education teachers provided services essential to the survival and maintenance of the

indusion programs" (Wood, 1998, p.188). The teachers in this study viewed the

stimulation of socialization and appropriate classroom behaviour as the most imperative

classroom teacher role in the teaching of children with special needs; "the general

education teachers were appreciated for the faclthat they were willing to open their doors

to children with disabilities, but they were not expected to fulfill any major academic

duties" (p. 189). As time passed in this study, classroom teachers took more

responsibility for academic duties regarding these same children, shifting role boundaries
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towards a more inclusive stancc. Within the classroom. thc presence of special education

teachcrs was valued. yet also dcscribed, at times. as disruptive, imposing. uncomfortable.

unwelcome, inconsistent, unclear. fragmented, and a wasted effort. Struggles, at times,

with ownership and territorial. defensive, protC1:tive, competitive feelings were noted

with special education teacher disrespected. devalued and perceived as intrusive.

Wood lists the implications of this study for teaching practice: changes in

preservice and inservice teacher training should be carried out to develop shared ideas

about inclusion: consideration about and accommodations to the difficulties in role

change: a well articulated plan: and making use of those with personal knowledge of the

players, as facilitators. In addition. she notes the importance of nell,ibility in roles and

growth in cooperation over time. Wood suggests that her research indicates how

teachers feel about their roles in inclusion. and concludes that the potential for

collaboration, requires a recognition that "successful and competent inclusion takes

patience, perseverance, and time" (1998, p.19S).

Dwyer & Pattcrson (2000) in, "Listening to Elementary Teachers: A First Step to

Better Inclusive Practice," qualitatively analyzed interview data from four Saskatchewan

based teacher participants working with elementary-aged ADIHD students. including a

regular classroom teacher as well as special education teachers. They conclude. "The

literature suggests many 'shoulds' but very few 'hows' in the discussion of consultation

between Regular and Special Education teachers and the roles of each pany. With the

wide-spread adoption of inclusive and integrative practice. the time has definitely arrived
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to negotiate classrooms as shared space involving students, educators, and parents"

(p.SS),

This research focussed on the teachers' experiences with working with students

with a diagnosis of ADfHD. An irrteractil'l! model a/chang!! was developed based on

conversations these authors carried out with teachers. Three smaller themes emerged:

changing portraits of students; changing approaches to teacher: and changing classrooms.

One overall theme emerged as an overlying thread: success is the hook. These

researchers then provide practical ways to achieve success in leaching, through

persistence, sharing realistic expectations. focussing on the parudoxical nature of students

with "labels of being 'bad' ... also demonstrating another side" (Dwyer & Patterson, 2000.

pAS), and preventing isolalion through working together in collaboration with other

teachers. In discussing these collaborative partnerships, the researchers stress the role of

communication between all members of the educational team. including the parents. the

student, and any involved teachers.

Overall, the literalUTC related to collaboration indicates that a diversity of models.

practices, and perceptions exist regarding collaborati ve approaches to inclusion. Many

theoretical models exist as examples that detail how special education teachers and

classroom teachers should work together, Although these models all seem to suggest that

teachers should collaborate. researchers have proposed various concepts of how

collaboration should be implemented, differing even between similarly named models

that focus on similar overall objectives. Collaborative practices, examples of the



practical implementation of collaborative theory also vary between regions and schools.

The research in this area ranges from specifically Newfoundland and Labrador studies to

other provincial, national and international studies. refiecting on the implementation of

collaborative models. and suggesting ways to further enhance its use. Related research

that is centred on the perceptions of collaboration demonslrJtes that the use of

collaboration to support inclusion is very much still in the developmental stage. The

research also indicates that schools and teachers that are in Ihe pnx:ess of figuring out

how collabol""Jtion works best in a particular environment are usually also in the process

of figuring out their collaborative roles and relationships.
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CHAPTER 3

Methodology

Qualitative research refers [0 a range of research designs related to ethnography.

"or writing about people" (LeCompte & Preissle, 1993, p.l) that focuses on "[alking and

walking and listening" (Whitt. 1991. p.406). Among varying research designs. some

common characteristics defining the elusive nalure of qualitative research do e~ist.

Commonly. it is underslood to be searching for understanding, it comes from an insider, a

holistic and a nalur.:ll perspective. it uses humans as instruments, it focuses on indUClive

analysis. and it is attentive to Ihe role of values in inquiry (reviewed in Whitt. 199\).

According to Marshall (ciled in Marshall & Rossman, 1999). qualilative research is

chosen for its multiple strenglhs. For e~ample. il is an effective method to examine

complexities and processes, and to focus on innovations and unknowns. As well.

qualitative research can integrate opposing understandings and examine informal and real

processes and goals in organizations. It is suitable for research in which variables cannol

be predetermined. or when research is simply inappropriate for an experimental research

approach. In summary. 'The qualilative researcher seeks to understand the ways in which

participants in the setting make meaning of - and so understand - their experiences"

(Whitt, 1991, p.407) in orclerto fulfill the ultimate purpose: underslnnding (Merriman

cited in Whitl. 1991).

This research was a qualitative study using a Ihematic approach. Seidman (1991)



refers to such a thematic approach as a more conventional way of conducting research.

and describes the process of making thematic connections as a way of "organiz[ingJ

excerpts from the transcripts into categories. The researcher Ihen searches for connecting

threads and patterns among the excerpts within those categories and for connections

between the various categories that might be called themes" (Seidman, 1991, p.107). In

the interprelation of gathered material, Seidman emphasizes that researchers must go

beyond a mere basic description of gathered data. 10 analysis and interpretation.

The primary method for collecting data in this study for later thematic analysis

was interviewing. Seidman would support Ihis method. identifying the strengths of in

depth interviewing as developing a complex understanding through the points of view of

the panicipants, and learning about their interactions with others, and the organization of

the world around them. During interviews. researchers listen to what the interviewee is

saying and they pay attention to the meanings underlying what is spoken. Seidman

summarizes brieny that, "listening is the most important skill in interviewing" (Seidman,

1991, p.63) and "interviewing is both a research methodology and a personal

relationship" (Seidman, 1991). From similar points of view, Kahn & Cannell see it as

"conversation with a purpose" (cited in Munhall & Rossm;ln. 1999. p.lOS) and Glesne

views interviewing as, "the process of gelling words to ny" (1999. p.67). LeCompte &

Preissle (1993), as well. view interviewing as an interactive method of data collection. a

systematic conversation. claiming Ihal. fOf example. "Self-reports are useful for assessing

how individuals make judgements about people and events" (p.162). Marsh;lll &
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Rossman (1999) also compare an inlerview to a conversalion in which "the panicipant's

perspeclive on the phenomenon of interest should unfold" (p.I08). They believe that

interviews are useful for obtaining large quantities of infonnation in a shon time. for

gathering information on a range of topics and for assisting researchers in discovering

how participanls regard lheirdaily lives (Marshall & Rossman. 1999). In shon, '"The

opponunity 10 learn about what you cannot see and 10 explore alternative explanations of

what you do see is lhe special strength of interviewing in qualit:ltive inquiry" (Glesne.

1999. p.69).

This research was carried out as athematic qualitafive study, with interviewing as

the primary source of data collection. Seven special education teachers were interviewed.

primarily to sh:lTe lheirdescriptions and reOections on their day-to-day collabor.llion with

classroom teachers. A secondary focus of this research was 10 discover wh:lt these

special education envisioned as ideal collaboration practices. Second:lry data was

collected through lhe use of a collaboration journal compleled by the special education

participants, This research was carried out according to the schedule depicted in Table I.
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Table 1

Research schedule

Date

July 2001

September 2001

Step

Consent to conduct this research was obtained

from the Ethics Committee at Memorial

University of Newfoundland.

Consenl to conduct this research was obtained

from Ihe district Director of Education.

November 2000 - January 200 1 Contact was made with school principals and

special education teachers.

November 2000 - January 2001 Telephone interviews were conducted with special

education teachers and collabor.1tion joumals were

mailed to special education teachers.

November 2000 - March 200 I

March 2001· June 2001

June 2001 - November 2001

Interview transcribing was completed.

Data analysis was completed.

Final writing was complctcd.

The following sections describe the specifics of the methods and data analysis

strategies used in carrying out this research, including infonnation about the population.

research questions. sampling. researcher role, site acccss. infonned consent and data

collection. The data analysis section describes the role of theory. the process of

transcription. organization and interpretation used in this research. ils validity and
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limitations.

Met/rods

The research population in this study was established by creating a funnel of

choices as a means of carefully specifying a research population (Miles & Huberman.

1995). From a population of special education teachers, this funnelling technique led to

a specific. bounded subset of this general populalion. considering efficiency. time.

resources. energy. goals. limits. and practicalities in research (Marshall & Rossman.

1996) The resulting selection units were differentiated into what LeCompte and Preissle

(1993) tcrm a bounded population, by examining both the conceptual and logistical

considerations of nmural and artificial boundaries. In thc case of this research. the

natural boundary consisted of the landform borders. and the artificial boundary was the

geographical school board division. As well. special education role descriptions. grade

levels. teacher training and this researcher's role as an informed outsider were considered.

The final bounded population included primary/elementary (K-6) special education

teachers in one region of Newfoundland and labrador. In accordance with the bounded

population. guiding research questions were defined as:

How do primary/elementary (K-6)special educators in one region of

Newfoundland and Labrador describe their day-to-day collaboration with the

classroom teachers of students being supported by special education teachers?
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What do (K-6) special educators in one rcgion of Newfoundland and Labrador see

as an ideal model for day-to-day collaboration?

Crilerion-based sampling was then used to select a sample from within the bounded

population. Criterion-based sampling is characterized by Miles and HubellTlan (1994) as.

"all cases that meet some criterion:' (p.2S) and is viewed as. "useful for quality

assurance" (p.2S). LeCompte & Preissle (1993) funherexplain that criterion-based

sampling is purposive and ethnographic. Through preset attribulions. it gives the

researcher both a staning place and the tools to make the best choice of data sources.

Criterion-based sampling both specifies the panicipants and leads to new

infonnation as research progresses: thus. it was chosen as the basis for finding a research

sample for this study. A sample of full-time, typical case special education teachers

(leCompte & Preissle, 1993) was first considered as an ideal use of criteron-based

sampling, but as the process of selection is "dynamic, phasic and sequential rather than

static" (Zcldich cited in LeCompte & Preissle, 1993. p.65l.this original ideal required

change. When Ihe provincial publication of Educalion Sratislics was e:llamined

(Government of Newfoundland & Labrador. (999) it was clear th:ll an acceptable number

of panicipanls would not emerge: therefore a comprehensi ve stlmple of all consenting

special educ:ltors within the bounded population was used in this research.

To obtain a comprehensive sample for this research, a conridential 'List of

Special Educalion Personnel" was provided by the panicipating school district. Teachers
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on this list that were designated as special education. or special educalion combined with

a classroom teaching unit were highlighted for a comprehcnsive selection of names to

create an initial list of 12 possible teacher participants. working at 13 schools.

Contacting school principals yielded a list of nine possible participants. The reasons

provided for lack of consent when administrators first checked with special education

teachers included workload. health reasons. and a lack of comfort with participating in

this research. From the responses. it seems that most principals contacted the special

education teachers in their schools before they responded to requests for consent. Even

previous to this step. one potential participant had indicated that she did not wish to

participate for personal reasons. At this point. eight potential participants remained.

The weather in the geographical region was quickly ~coming undesirable for

prolonged ear trips that personal interviews would necessitate. For reasons of weather

and safety considerations. as well as travel costs. audiotaped phone interviews were then

considered as an alternative to in-person interviews. After furthereonsidcration of the

likelihood that teachers would be more willing to respond to the ease of a phone

interview. along wilh the previous reasons cited. phone interviews using a microcassette

and telephone recorder were then detel1llined to be the most effective venue for

infol1ll3tion-gathering. Only one potential special education teacher participant declined

for workload reasons. In all other cases. teachers agreed to take part in this research. and

phone interview dates and times were arranged during this phone call. A total sample of

seven special education teachers agreed to take part in this study.
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According to Ma~hall & Rossman (1999). site access should be carried out

through permission and with sponsorship from the adminiSlralors of the site. In this

study. such site access ::md entry was a three-step process. Formal permission was

acquired from the district office. school administrators and from individual teacher

panicipants. Letters of informed consenl are altached in Appendices A. Band C.

respectively.

First. after obtaining supervisor approv:!1 :!nd approval from the Ethics Committee

at Memorial University, the director of the school district was contacted and provided

with a copy of the approved thesis proposal. A personal interview was granted by the

director, who provided informed written consent. The director then provided a memo to

district principals informing district schools of this upcoming researeh, and giving

assurance of its voluntarynalUre.

Second. principals from each school were contacted by phone to gain written

consent to approach the special education teachers identified. In the case where a teacher

worked at more than one school. both principals were contacted. Principals were first

contacted by phone and provided with a brief ex.planation of the research. te3Cher

involvement and confidentiality. In all cases. permission was received 10 send OUI

principal consent forms. and the consenl forms were forwarded. Consent forms were

returned if principals were in agreement with this research.

Third. individual special education leachers were contacted by phone allheir

schools during non~inslructional time. During these initial phone calls. the role of a
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participant in this study was outlined. indicating a phone interview. a five-day journal.

and Ihe possibility of follow-up. along wilh an assurance of confidentiality. If leachers

agreed to participate. a mutually agreeable interview time was set.

Ethical concerns were also considered. This researcher is an insider 10 special

education. though not an insider to any individual research site. Thus, the complexities of

a dual role of researcher and special education teacher existed, in which the possibility of

going native. "a state of mind in which, thrOUgh a very close and empathic identification

with the subjects of the research" (Pollard. 1993. p.J29), as well as the emotions and the

tensions in finding an appropriately balanced relationship (Tite, 1996), needed to be

considered. Although threats to validity may emerge in such dual relationships. a strong

foundation of trust can also be built (Morse, 1994, p.221), and asymmetry and potential

power differentials can be minimized. In addition. site access for this study was

facilitated by Ihe perspective of this researcher as an informed outsider. According 10

Rossman and Marshall (1999) and Glesne (1999) ease of entry. familiarity and comfort

with the language of participants, r:lpport, and application with the language of the

participants are enhanced by an insider relationship. Allhough Ihe research was not

carried out at Ihe researcher's school site. some of these characteristics apply 10 the

informed outsider.

Audiotaped phone interviews. the primary source of data collection. were carried

OUI al mutually acceptable times. and were recorded on microcassettes using a phone

recording device. At the commencement of each phone interview. an abbreviated
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version of the consent ronn was read. with pauses for understanding ensured during its

reading. Teachers provided an audiotaped oral consent at the end of this reading, and

were later provided with a full consent fonn by mail for their personal records. This

researcher carried out interviews in a locked. private room. using personal comact

numbers specified by each panicipant to ensure that the conditions of fieldwork was

centred around the needs and convenience of the participants involved (Marshall &

Rossman, [999).

Representative of qualitative ethnography "in the conversation slyle of everyday

interactions," (Schatzman & Strauss; Denzin, cited in leCompte & Preissle. 1993. p. [79)

interviews were carried out with an attempt to nurture understanding, encour,lgcment and

empathy, as well as a researcher revealedness (Marshall and Rossman. 1999). Trust was

built by explicit disclosure, commencing interviews with background questioning; later,

interviews evolved into more intimate and collaborative "mutual shaping" (Lincoln &

Guba, 1985. cited in Morse. 1994. p.50). The naturill direction of participant

conversation was considered seriously during each interview (Morse, 1995). The

confidentiality of this gathered information was ensured by prOViding only generill

demographic and personal characteristics as needed. with no individual personal or

school or district identification in interview transcripts or journals, Participants could

also have been provided with transcript and audiolape copies, if requested. as well as any

information that may have been a personal concern (Seidman, 199[). Only this

researcher has access to confidenlial information that matches individuals with their
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research contributions: these were kept in a locked area. This identifying infonnation.

along with audiotapes and transcripts. will be deslroyed one year following the

conclusion of this research.

The fonnal of the inlerviews was semistructured. using an interview schedule

(Glesne. 1999). consisting of preset. primarily open·ended questions and a general

inlerview guide fonnat (Patton ciled in leCompte & Preissle. 1993) (Appendix D). The

gUiding interview script (leCompte & Preissle. 1993) queslions were developed

considering Palton's typology of questions. cO\'ering experience and behaviour. opinion

and value. feeling. knowledge. sensory. and background question types (cited in

leCompte & Preissle. 1993. p.I?I). Prior to the initial interview. a mock audiolaped

interview was carried OUt with a special education teacher in the district who did not fit

the criteria for inclusion in this study.

The firsl section of Ihe interview script consisted of closed-ended demographic

questions. The next section covered primary open-ended questions related to inclusion.

and Pathways. and focussed on collaboration praclices. Definitions of inclusion.

Pathways and collaboration were read for participants 10 consider. as necessary. Special

education teachers were encouraged to tell their stories and 10 go beyond this flexible

questioning frame. During interviews. efforts were made to balance rapport. friendliness

and self-disclosure. and nurture sensitivity (Seidman. 1991). The interviews ranged from

30 minutes to 58 minutes. with an average interview time of 41 minutes.

All audiotaped interviews were tr.lnscribed in the fonnat suggested by Hutchinson
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([999). who slipulates that the recording of field notes should be accomplished by

labelling data with dates. places and times of observations. including page numbers. and

t)'pCd in a double-spaced format with numbered lines and a wide margin space.

LeCompte & Preissle's (1993) advice 10 intersperse descriptive observational data with

evaluative analytic commentary was used, as well as Hutchinson's (1998) suggestion to

bracket these [alter contributions. Field nOles were then typed in this format using a word

processor for ease in data analysis (Burnard, [994).

According to LeCompte & Preissle (1999). most researchers focussing on

qualitative inquiry make use of more than a single method of data colleclion. They also

assert that document-based data collection and its analysis is unobtrusive and provides

informalive. rich information. Teacher collaboration journals were thus used in this study

as a complementary source of data for triangulation. The research team of Salend.

Johansen. Mumper. Chase. Pike & Dorney (1997) made similar use of an open ended

leacher reflection journal in their research to record the changing views of a team of

leachers engaging in the process of carrying out cooperalive leaching. In this study.

participants were asked to complete a triple-entf)' journal focussing on their interaclions.

reflections. and possibilities forcollaboralion with classroom teachers. A sample journal

page in shown in Appendill. E. Based on Ihe typical unit of teaching. a five-day week.

special education leacher participants were requested to complele a journal for this time

period. Teacher journals were mailed to the addresses indicated by ellch pllrticipant. lind

marked as confidential. A personal note. a copy of the consent form for individual
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information. and an addressed. stamped return envelope were included in each mailing.

All journals were completed and returned for analysis.

Data Analysis

"Data analysis is the process of bringing order. structure, and interpretation to the

mass of collected data" (Marshall & Rossman. 1999, p.150). Through data analysis,

qualitative researchers build grounded theory in the quest for the true meanings of

panicipants. This research focusses on the inductive construction of grounded theory

based on the voices of the panicipating special education teachers. In addition, though. a

formal or informal theory that informs and frames information is necessary. This use of

existing theory is essential to the development and presentation of new research and

emergent theory: "Research designs are improved radically - in applicability and

generalizability. in credibility and validity, and in precision and reliability. by explicit

attention to the innuence of theory through the design and implementation process"

(LeCompte and Preissle. 1993. p.137). Qualitative researchers understand theory as

being both grounded in discovered data and generated from this data: as both an inductive

and generative (Tite, 1996) way to explain how things can be interconnected and linked,

and why things happen (leCompte & Preissle, (993). As well as generating theory.

then, this research also builds upon existing theory defining collaborative consultation.

In summary. "'They [the products of ethnography) are incomprehensible without the

integrating and interpretive functions of the theory that informs them" (leCompte &
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Preissle. 1993. p.142),

Inductive d.na analysis should discover and describe subjective realities as a type

of emergent discovery which focuses on generating meaning from within gathered data.

To accomplish Ihis analysis, the. dala was collected. coded and Ihen analyzed

cominuously. simultaneously. and conseculively. in a circular fashion that ensured

nexibility. In keeping wilh Hutchinson's model (1988). field notes were coded. patterns

were examined. comparisons were made. catcgories were discovered. and constructs were

defined. Gathered data from both inlerview lranscripts and journal documents in Ihis

study were analyzed by Ihe constant comparative method. "the fundamcnml method of

data analysis in grounded theory gener.ltion" (Hulchinson, 1988, p.13S). From such a

conStam comparison. a basic social process or core variable should emerge. allowing the

sorting and organization of data as developing grounded theory. Grounded Iheory goes.

"beyond exislent theories and preconceived conceptual frameworks in search of new

unders:andings of social processes in natural settings" (Slem el al. (1982) cited in

Hutchinson.1988.p.123).

The initial steps of data managemenl in this research followed Ihe process of

marking text suggested by Seidman (1991). Following Ihe complete transcribing of each

inlerview, each transcription was winnowed, and coded followmg Burnard's (1994)

suggestions for limiting the quantity of categories. The lranscripts then were reduced, a

process suggesled by Seidman (1991) as the most appropriate technique 10 coding. Eight

codes were ultimately used: background. char.l.cteristics. outside class. in class. team
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dynamics. resources. peripheral issues. and wishes.

Part of reducing and labelling each piece of significant data included a notation at

the beginning of each seclion of infonnation, indicating its inclusion in a given catego!)'.

Burnard's (1994) suggestions to make use of a word processor in sorting were carried out.

Each category was indicated by the first letter of its code name. and each was sorted

alphabetically using the word processor sort option. and infonnation chunks were then

placed into one or more appropriate word processor folders. Each category file was then

cleaned and edited using labelling and spacing 10 organize infonnation. Again. as

suggested by Burnard (1995), an exhaustive "further check of validity... to see whether or

not the units of meaning really do fit in particular categories" (p.115) was completed by

reading the resulting contents of each folder. During this editing. further reduction of the

text took place. Non-directive emphatic statements from the interviewer were eliminated.

as well as repetitive dross (described in Burnard (1994) as employed by Field & Morse

(1985») from the dialogue. ensuring Ihe preservalion of meaning and bracketed indicators

of background noise. laughter. tone and emphasis. AI this lime. some units were changed

to different files. eliminated from categories. or further reduced to more specific parts of

meaning relevant to each category. Throughout this process. connecting themes were

considered and initial noles on firsl themes were made.

In addition to the descriptive. "Iess IiteraJ...rnore geared towards catching the

navour" (Burnard. 1994. p.114) categories identified above. the literal or concrete

category of background infonnation was Fonned into a profile of background information
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of all participants. The purpose of this profile was not to share dala, as suggested by

Seidman (1991), but rather to gather a compact visual represenlation of job descriptions,

education. training and geneT'31 anitudes towards major research issues as reference tooL

In this background profiling, interview infonnation was divided and notated into a chan

covering position, certification, degree, gender, experience, inservicing, tT'3ining. caseload

infonnation and work cycle, as well as brief comments on inclusion, Patlm'oys and

collaboT'3tion. Three participants were later contacled by phone to fill in missing

background infonnation thai was not collected during the initial interviews.

Data analysis was focused on the suggestion found within Seidman's (1991)

passage, "Making and Analzying Thematic Connections." In this excerpt, Seidman

suggests working with data by organizing segments of infonnation into categories,

looking for relationships that might develop into Ihemes. He says, ''The process of noting

what is interesling.labeling ii, and putting it into appropriate files is called 'classifying'

or. in somc sources, 'coding' data" (Seidman, 1991. p.(07). As well, characteristics

from leCompte & Preissle's explanation of typological analysis. where Ihe researcher

sorts all data by, "dividing everything observed into groups or categories on the basis of

some canon for disaggregating the whole phenomenon under study" (p.257) wcre

ulilized,

leCompte and Preissle assert. ''The nellt step is to begin the time-consuming and

laborious pro:ess of pulling apart field nOles. matching, comparing, and contrasting,

which constitutes the heart of analysis" (1993, p.237). Through Ihis process, and through
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careful consider-llion of all son-ed data. categories and data segments wen:: integrated into

the themes of isolation, time and power. During the development of each theme, each

folder was carefully re-read. and cut and pasted electronically into theme files; essenlial

words and phrases relevant 10 each theme were electronically highlighted

Glesne (1999) suggests that creating taxonomies for analysis can "help researchers

to see what they know and don't know about a particularcognilivc domain" (1999, p.14J)

The taxonomies for each theme were son-cd, categorized. and organized. according to

Glesne's assen-ion that. "Each category is, in tum. probed for sub.categories and sub

subcategories until the interviewce'scategorizalion scheme is fully mapped." (p.14J) In

turn, thematic files were re-son-ed, re-categorizcd and re-organized, electronically and by

hand, 10 supply an organization fonn for text presentation. Glesne recommends that.

"Simple frequcncycounls can help to identify patterns," and, "the numbers assist in

shaping a more specific hypothesis about attitudes" (p.I44). For the themes of isolation

and lime, frequency counts were designed following the taxonomic diagrams already

constructed, for the purpose of defining common leacher practices. A schematic model of

the typical collabomtion practices indicated by the special education teacher pal1icipants

in this study was de\'e!oped based on the frequency counts of the characteristics of

collaboration, and by examining the relative usc of both direct and indirect collaboration.

The wishes folder was used 10 design a parallel model for what teachers indicated

envisioning for the ideal collaborative practices.

Confinnability was established in this research by uccounting for subjective biases
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by the inclusion of possible negative instances from intcrview infonnation, journals, and

related literature. Objective, evaluative comments wcre madc obvious in field notes with

the use of square brackets in te",t. Data was well-organized. as well as being triangulated

through the supplementary analysis of the collaboration journals completed by

participating special education teacheB.

Marshall and Rossman state that researchcB are obligated to proVide some type of

reciprocity that is both ethical and within the bounds of the researcher role. As Stroehcr

(1994) states in her research. studying studcnts will help the research to come to a better

understanding of students and. in tum. create reciprocity on a personal level by the

development ora beuereducator. Reciprocity in this study will be accomplished by

making rescarch resulls available to panicipating schools. the relev:ant board office, and

the library at Memorial University. where preservice tcachers, educators and academic

faculty will have easy access to the conclusions of this study.

This research claims to be a credible account of only the views of the selected

population and sample, and from the perspective of special education teachers, not others

involved in the educational process. It is not e",pected to be genemlizable to all special

education, but the research may be replicmed in similar settings based on these clearly

st:lted boundaries. Infonnation thaI is discovered may be useful in other educational

senings, but the boundaries, sampling :lnd constructs specifically limited arc clearly

defined. Its dependability is limited by possibilities of difficulty with later replication.

Similar results may be difficult to duplicate without an infonned insider's point of view.
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As well as lhe limilations of research described above. wilhinjust a few years. the lypical

~achcr is likely to be a dr.Islically changed enlilY. The Ministry of Education

(Government of Newfoundland and Labrador. 20(0) repons lh:n (he vasl majority of

leachers in the province are between the ages of 45-49. and thai-more (han half of the

existing teaching fotee ctln be expecled to retire over the next dttade" (p.I!). As lhe

average teacher of today relires from a tetlChing c:lJttr. a differenl cohort of teachers with

different btlckgrounds and experiences will emerge. In addition. the current siluation of

teachers struggling with inclusion t1nd colltiboraliOfl through currenl provincial changing

standards will not always be the case. Presumably. over time. teachers will become more

comfortable with these new guidelines and will have discovered personal ways. or will

have been supplied with policies and procedures 10 manage these new procl:sses.
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CHAP'fER4

Re!>ults

AlIlhe special education teachers interviewed for this study supported the practice

of including special education students in the regular classroom environment for the

majority of the school day. OveralL they referred to inclusion positively. while at the

same time supporting the need for additional teaching by pulling students out to a special

education classroom. Thus, special education teachers in this study were comfortable

with inclusion, and showed support for its practice.

Collaboration between classroom teachers and special education teachers is one

way to support the inclusion of students with spe1:ial needs. In this study, collabomtion is

a technique that all special education teachers described using in some fonn. Such

special education teacher collaboration can be described in lenns of service delivery

options, and can be associated with themes of isolation. time and power, as well as future

wishes for ideal collaboration.

Service Delivery

A Problem-Soil-big Process alld a Special Education Service

Delivery Op/ioll

Collaborative consultation may occur simply as a problem-solving

and decision-making process that can occur in a variety of different
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contexts ... collabor.ltive consultation may also occur as a special

education service delivery option consisting of the provision of

consultative support by a special educator to a classroom teacher.

(West & Idol, 1990. p.2S)

Researchers in the field of special education have commonly identified two major

approaches to the delivery of special education services. One approach to providing

services is through indirect service delivery. where special education teachers do not

actually instruct students: instead, they meet with the classroom teachers of students with

special needs to support their preparation for instructing students with special needs.

This consultation-based style may focus on, for e.'(ample, solving problems and making

decisions together (West & Idol. 19W). Alternatively. or in combination with such

indirect special education services. special education teachers may also have the

responsibility for directly teaching students with exceptionalities.

Both of these two types of service delivery can involve collaooration between the

special education teachers and the classroom teachers of students with exceptionalities.

As West & Idol (1990) have indicated, collaboration may occur as a process based on

indirect service delivery. or in other words, teachers talking together: additionally, it may

be carried out as direct teaching suppal1 from the special education teacher.

In this study. special education teachers reported taking part in collabor.ltion

through both direct and indim:t service delivery options. Col1abor.lting to provide
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services indireclly by lalking together was a practice common 10 ailleachers participating

in this sludy, while leaching together was a less commonly used option.

Talking Tugether

Alllhe special educalion teachers interviewed for lhis study reported collaborating

by talking wilh classroom teachers. Their ralionale for lalking together most frequently

was 10 maintain consislency between classroom teachers and special education leachers.

As well, Ihey often lalked logelher 10 communicate about students and lheir programs.

Most often, conversations look place in the staff room and in lhe classroom, both during

inSlructional time and after school. Typically, special education teachers described lheir

conversations as spontaneous and infonnal.

This summary of how teachers spend their time when collaborating by lalking

logether is depicled in Figure I. In this model. the core of the collaboration is teachers

lalking together, and a secondary practice is leaching logether. The arrows surrounding

central leacher collaboration practices represent the themes of isolalion, time and power

issues affecling lhe collaboration practices of the special educalion leachers in this study.

Further delailed infonnalion about how teachers collaborate by talking together is laler

e:\panded in Ihe time theme of lhis study.
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Figure I. Actual special education Icuchercollaboration

•.
Power
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Teaching Together

Collaboration can be used to provide direct service delivery to students requiring

special education services. While collaborating through direct service delivery, special

education teachers and classroom teachers teach together in the same physical

cnvironment. Although some special education tcachers;n this study did report working

directly togcthcr with classroom leachers, tcaching IOgelher was not as commonplace as

special educalion teachers choosing to withdraw slUdems to a spedal education

classroom for some instruction during the school day. As well, the practicc of teaching

together with Ihe classroom teacher was a even less common way 10 collaborate lhan

talkingtogcthcr.

Even though teaching togclher was not the main type of collaborative practice in

this study, the participanls did poim OUI some e:umples showing successful collaboration

with the classroom teacher, special education teacher, and students working logether in

the regular classroom environment. less collaborative ellamples of teaching together are

described in the isolation section of this study.

Only two special education teachers spoke about past experiences with team

leaching where they cO-laught whole classes along with the classroom leacher. Perhaps

both the classroom teachers and the special educalors in this study feel like lhe panicipant

teachers in another sludy where, "severalleachers describe their pannerships as a

'marriage' .... It seems likely that leachers appreciate the challcnges inherent in

developing lhcse partnerships, which may account for lhe reluctance among teachers to
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endorse team-teaching models" (Minke et al. 1996. p.ISl). The lack of teaching

cooperatively as a common type of special education service delivery should not come as

a surprise when we reflect on the work of Deltmer. Thurston & Dyck (1993). who affirm

that not a great deal of motivation exists for teachers to teach together.

Most of the special education teachers in this study who reponed teaching in the

regular classroom environment found some type of allemative way to work there. Rather

than actually instructing the whole class along with the regular classroom teacher. they

tended to focus on the special education studenls. When the classroom teachers and the

special education teachers did teach in the same classroom environment. the first priority

of the special education teachers in this study was those slUdcnts with a special education

designmion. Zigmond & Baker (1995) would strongly agree with the continued focus of

the spet;ial education teacher being the students with special needs.

In addition to such a focus on students with exceptionalities.the panicipants also

worked with other students in the class by doing what they described as monitoring.

helping. assisting. explaining or guiding. For example. one teacher clearly stated her

position in the regular classroom environment:

I try my best not 10 focus on the one studenl .. so they're not singled

out as much. (Panicipant 2)

A few teachers indicated that they would first teach a group of students or a single

student who required extra assistance. and then later in the class. they often moved on to
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help the other sludenls in lheclass.

Another special educalor stated her posilion on working in the regular classroom:

... if I'm working with my students, and they're on their way,lhey're

doing fine, I can go over and work with somebOOyelse, Ilhink that

does them good as well, Theydon'tonlyseemeasllleir teacher. I'm

everybody'sleacher ....When I have met their needs, then I can go and

help others if I need 10. (participant 5)

The same participant wrote Ihat, when two teachers are in lhe same c1assroom,lhere is a

consequent benefit to collaboration itself:

Since most work is done in the classroom, 1get time to work wilh

Olher sludenls even though Ihc classroom teacher and I didn't talk

loday. (Participant 5; Journal)

However, the special education leacher and classroom teachers in this study, then,

are not oflen carrying oullrue cooperalive teaching: ralher, they are teaching togelher,

with 'together' referring to Ihe physical environment, not instruclional cooperation.

Robinron (1991) defines cooperative teaching as joinlleaching with joinl responsibility

and accountability for all students which does nOI include any type of rcmedi31 or basic

instruction within lhe class. West & Idol (1990) would likely remind professionals that

lhesc e:\amples of teaching together arc not considered aUlhentic examples of

collaborative consultation, although some methods, such as team leaching, can eventually

lead to true collaborative consultation.
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For the special education teachers in this study who chose to teach in the regular

classroom environment at times. instructing students beyond those on the special

education caseload had been initiated by often by other studems in the class themselves.

One special education panicipam suggested that maybe special education teachers

themselves need to take the initiative and responsibility to make themselves pan of the

classroom by offering some type of programming to the whole class. When she reOected

about working in the regular classroom. she recalled that the teacher. "was happy to have

assistance both for special needs student and others when necessary" (Panicipam 5:

Joumal).

A few participants worked in the class by supponing students that needed

assistance to meet provincial objectives. through the use of typical or remedial-based

programs. As well, they sometimes taught individual objectives 10 a special education

student. but ensured that this program was taught within the corresponding subject area.

For example, a student with spt."'Cial needs could be working on a modified math program

with other studenls in the class who were also leaming the regular math curriculum. One

panicipant wrote about her experience. reflecting that:

We decided to take this approach several weeks ago. so that the

student would feel he was involved in the regular curriculum.

(Participant I: Joumal)

Minke et al. (1996) found that teachers of inclusive classrooms with inadequate

resources were more likely to have perceived the non-disabled students in such
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environments as suffering from negative social and emotional consequences, but

according to the special educalion leachers in this study, the inclusion of students in the

regular classroom can be beneficial to students.

Modelling can be one benefit of inclusion, when students in the regular classroom

are immersed in socialization. learning from the ellamples of their teachers and peers.

Not unexpectedly, most of the special education teachers in this study saw modelling as

one of the positive effects of student inclusion in the regular classroom. One teacher

cautioned, though, that other students in the class seemed to be more aware of the

assistance that a student is given when that suppon is given in the classroom

environmenl:

I'm there and they can see what I'm doing with him. They're kind of

like. "How come he gets this and I don't get this?' .... Ifhe's out with

me. theydon't know what he's doing. They can't see. They don't

know what he's doing when he's out with me. (Panicipant6)

Special education students can also benefit from academic modelling, both

according!O participants in this study, and other researchers. In other words. students

mighlleam new skills from simply being in the same environment where another student

might model behaviours thaI are desired. In a related study, a principal reflecting on the

benefits of collaborating teachers in an inclusive classroom noted the positive effects of

student modelling. exposure to classroom aClivities and academic challenge (Salend et. al.

1997),
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Beyond modelling, special education teachers in this study have noticed students

direclly helping one another.

They'll go over and say. well. you help me do this because I helped

you {laughter] when you were doing your paragraph. (Participant 5)

One participant Slated,

... Iheycan get ideas from other students, other studenlS might be able

10 better explain their ideas to the students. and the special education

studenlS might be beuer able to relate to the other studenlS in the

class. So, it's son of a shared learning experience for the students.

(Participant 7)

Likewise, collaborating teachers in the Salend et al. (1997) study reflected that Ihe close

placement of all students with and withoul special education needs was also beneficial for

the behaviour and attitude of at least one student without disabilities.

One special education teacher in this study brought up Ihe potential for teachers

modelling real·life cooperalion for their students. In her view, when teachers work

together in class, all students are able to learn from this authentic example of cooperation

in practice. Salend et al. agree. noting that collaborating teachers. "used the students'

sense of community to benefil bolh students with disabilities and students without

disabilities" (1997, p.8). On the other hand, though, Philpott (2001) points out that some

researchers have concluded that, "the approach [inclusion) was not resulting in the

increased acceptance among peers or heightened self-concept of students with
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exceptionalities that proponents had originally anticipated" (p.7). Not all the special

education teachers in the study, either, are in agreement about the benefilS of such

teaching practices. One panicipant wondered,

... you can keep him in the classroom. but is it really inclusion if

lhey're not doing the same lhing? .... They're included socially

because he's around. but he's not inler-.lCting with anybody else ifhe's

doing something different with me. (Participant 6)

Zigmond & Baker (1995) would agree lhat we need to be careful to continue to focus on

the individual needs of special education students. While speculating on the current

practices of inclusive education and special education, these authors remind us that.

"considering 'all' is not the same as considering 'each and every one,' and a reformed

general educalion probably will not be sufficient to meel the needs of some students. The

price for coming to the general education reform table must not be the abandonment of

our special education commitmentlo providing "'.rtfa to those in special need. It must nOl

mean an elimination of rlie contimlUm ofservices" (p.248).
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Isolalioll

Although schools are in a cenain sense very social places. and

classrooms are multidimensional centers of activity. an individual

teacher may feel manded on a crowded island that is devoid of

adult intemction and stimulation (Dettmer. Thurston &Dyck.

1993. p.4)

Many cautions about teacher isolation exist. For example. one reflection on the

changing state of the classroom is, "Many teachers are accustomed to planning and

teaching behind closed doors. Fullan (1993) suggests thllt professional isolation is

detrimental in that it limits teachers' exposure to new ideas llnd solutions to problems"

(Hollingswonh. 2001. p.6l. According to most researchers in the field of coJlabor.nion in

the special education context. teachers need to be both aware and wary of personal llnd

professional isolation in the school environment. Perhaps in the past. teachers have Deen

satisfied to carry Qut their duties distinctly and separately from other professionals, llnd

isolated even within a crowd. Special education and classroom teachers now leaming to

cope with inclusion cannot realistically continue to expect nor desire working in secluded

classrooms. They should. theoretically. given the inclusion policies, be prepared to reject

the notions llnd pra<;tices that lead to isolation. and embrace collegiality.

The special education teachers in this study commonly referred to two types of
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siluations that tended to create isolation in spe<:ial education praclice. First. they oflen

experienced physical isolation which occurred when students were withdrawn into a

special education classroom. Such physical isolation also occured. to a lesser extent,

even when special education teachers did work together in the same classroom

environment with regular classroom teachen. A second issue was a lack of professional

collegiality indicated by an a lack of opportunity for special education teachen to talk

with similar professionals beyond Iheir local schools. and by the lack of direct feedback

from classroom teachers.

Teaching Toge/her

An analysis of the general practices of special educalion teachers in this sludy

shows that rather than teaching collaboratively wilh thc classroom teacher in order to

provide direct services to studenls. special education teachen more often indicated Ihey

relied on pulling students out for special education leaching.

Zigmond & Baker (1995) believe that a flcxible environmenl is acceptable for

special education service. They Slate. "Place is not thc critical elemcnt in defining special

education: theorelically, relentless. intensive, alternative cducational opponunities could

be made available in any venue of a school" (p.246). He believes the general classroom

environment can sometimes be too reslriclive for special education teaching. and warns

educators against seeing the locale of special education service delivery as the most

important clement Hallahan & Kauffman (1991) similarly assert that. 'research does not
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support the conclusion that special education has been ineffective because it has involved

special education teachers offering instruction outside the regular classroom, nor docs

research support the inference that changing the location in which special education is

delivered or reducing instruction by special education teachers will result in more

effettive instruction" (p.469) Hallahan and Kauffman (1991) conclude that. "SlUdents

should be able to move from one service delivery model to another as necessary to meet

their individual needs" (p.477).

One provincial researcher also considered issues related to services delivery.

Philpott (2001) interprets that provincial support exists for a flexible spedal education

design: "While no recommendation spoke specifically 10 a philosophy of inclusion. the

panel [from Supporting Utlming (Government or Newfoundland and Labrador. 2000»

appeared to respect the provinces' cOOlinuum or placement model. based upon the best

iOlerests of the child" (p.IO). He points out that this support is also shown in the Special

Education Polic)' Manllal (Draft' (1999). which advocates a continuum of special

education services without recommending inclusion as a service delivery priority.

"Subsequently, a continuum of placements based upon the DeSI. and evolving, interest of

the student is outlined us both policy and practice" (Philpon. 2001, p.2). Provincially:

though, inclusion is an ideal philosophic goal of pareOls and leachers. He asserts that.

"While inclusion continues [0 receive wide support, the rigid philosophical belierthat onc

setting fits all children has proven its strongest liability" (p.6).

In this study, although wilhdrawing students tends 10 isolate special education
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teachers and. thus, pemaps also their students. most of the participants did not indicate a

need to discontinue this prdCtice. One rationale was that, although special education

teachers might spend much of Iheir instructional day using withdrawal to teach special

education students, this daily practice is shared between the many students on their

caseload for special education se..... ices. Consequently, each Sludent personally

ellperiences this pull-out for only a small part of the school day. with the majority of their

time being spent in the inclusive classroom environment

The special education teachers interviewed for this study provided further

rationale to personally support their use of student withdrawal. AI limes. they withdrew

students according to their understanding of individual needs. Alternativcly, they pulled

students out for instruction on the basis of a team deeision. or an administrative direction,

in order to continue a previously applied model of special cducation service delivcry,

Sometimes. they withdrew students for instruction duc to the personal request of students.

One special education teacher simply made note of the impossibility of working in the

regular classes with all of their students.

The most common reason given by :opecial education teachers in this study for

withdrawing students to teach outsidc of the regular classroom was related to

programming needs. As one special cducalOr stated. "you just have to pull them out

because thcy're doing such diffcrent things" (Participant I). Many participants agrecd

that withdrawal is necessary for atypical programming. such as the teaching of alternate

courses that consist of objectives cither removed from. or very different from. the grade-
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level provincial curriculum that Ihe majority of the sludents are working towards in class.

Fore",ample:

Once you get beyond [Palhway!2 [accommodations and adaplations).

inlO 3 (modified courses1and 4 [allemale courses I. il becomes more

and more difficull [pause] because of the different .. dynamics of it.

(Participant 3)

On the other hand. special education teachers also mentioned Ihat withdrawal is used for

programming that is considered supplementary. for example. when students receive e"'tra

assistance in a given academic problem areas.

Student behaviour was another reason given to make use of pull-oul

programming. Special education leachers in this study noted that severe behaviour

problems. for example. violence and tantrums. were appropriate reasons to withdrnw

students. Less serious behaviour problems in class. such as simply being distracted by the

classroom group. having difficuhy focussing attenlion or not being able 10 concentrJte

were also given as pull-out rntionale.

The participants also indicated that noise within the classroom may conlribute to

situations where teachers feel a need 10 withdraw students. Multi-grade classrooms. in

particular. already have separnte programs running concurrently. In Ihese situalions. the

special education student and teacher are sometimes a further source of noise distraction.

One panicipant reflected:

Students get more out of one on one. more personalized contact with
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a tcacher. rather than in [pause] where you might have two or three

different things going on. (Panicipant 2)

Large class numbers, student grouping, and even devices for the hearing impaired can

also create an environment that makes it difficult to communicate on an individual basis,

according to some special education teachers interviewed,

Most of the participants mentioned comfort as a reason for student withdrawal.

This need for comfort was not centred on the slUdents nor the special education teachers,

but rather the collaborating classroom teachers. The participants felt that the classroom

teachers should be willing partners for teaching together to succeed, allhough they often

seemed not yet prepared for full collaboration in the fonn of teaching together, for

example, One opinion given was:

Some people I don't think you can do anything to make them

comfortable with il. And I don't think we can force it. Butl do think

people are a 10l more open to it now, 50 maybe we just goua keep

working on those things, that we're doing. I don't know if there's

anything in panicular [laughter] that anyone can do. (Participant 5)

Another special education teacher reflected in her journal:

I think some teachers fear having another teacher in the class with

them. I suppose they find it a bit intimidating. I understand to a

degree, but sometimes I do feel that team teaching is beneficial to

everyone, (Participant ::!)
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This comfort issue is a part of what Robinson (1991) tenns as a personal barrier to

collaboration. Personal barriers can include a lack of willingness to change. a lack of

skills. knowledge. and comfort with col1abor:ltive procedures. A further indication of a

personal barrier can be that. "some teachers do not feel ownership of the education for

Sludents with disabilities. They believe thai the difficulties these sludents exhibit should

be addressed outside of their classroom by someone clse" (Huefnercited in Robinson.

1991. p.444). "Collaboration requires Ihat individuals willingly agree to work with one

another and believe that working togelher will be mutually beneficial" (p.446).

According to the special education teachers in this study. personality can have an

impact on whether a teacher is willing to teach collaborJ.tively. In their view. some

classroom teachers have simply been unwilling to attempt teaching together with special

education teachers. and are very direci aboullhis reluctance. Interestingly. Voltz et al.

(1994) found Ihat learn leaching was the only role thai classroom teachers did not feel

thai special educalion tcachers should take part in 'often or always.' The classroom

leaehers rated any roles that required the ilClual physical presence of either category of

teacher in the classroom of their collaborating teacher as lower than olher possible

tcaching roles. These authors nOled that the strongest rJ.ting for any role was teaching in

the special education room by the special educalion teacher: "many tcachers palticipaling

in the study desired to collaborate on an infonnation-exchange level. or problem.solving

level. but were apparently more reluctant to actually occupy the same classroom at the

same time. or to jointly embark upon Ihe teaching process" (p.S3l).
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From the perspective of special education teachers in this study. classroom

teachers seem to be concerned about a loss of independence. For example. one

participant indicated that she believes some classroom teachers feel this way:

I'll do what I want in my class; you take the student outside of class

and you do what you want with that student to help them with their

subject area. (Participant?)

Personality, style. experience with collaborative teaching, and the relative age of

classroom teachers were also given as possible reasons for a lack of comfort. The

panicipants indicated that they do not know how to deal with obstacles that arise when

in-class collaboration is rejected. They expressed worry about making such a situation

worse, forcing other teachers. making other teachers more uncomfortable. and making a

negative name for themselves in the school. As an exception, one participant experienced

with leachers working together in the classroom noted a posilive consequence of using

more of such collaboration, "I don't think they [the classroom teachers) want me to draw

the kids out anymore." (Participant 5)

Some special education teachers in this study pulled students out according to

their instructional needs. These teachers indicate that they work together with students on

tasks from class that need extr.l support. Students might bring this work to the special

education teacher's classroom. For example:

My job mostly is to make sure what he's doing, that he completes

what he's supposed 10 have done. (Participant J)
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This same teacher indicates that allhough this class work takes first priority. he always

prepares lessons focussing on Ihe individual needs of Ihat student. Prepared lessons may

focus on a funher explanation of what is being taught in class. or funher time to complete

class work and tesls. One special education participant teacher directly stated that:

I do think they need some time [pause) in a self-contained [special

education J classroom where they can get the instruction they need.

The direct instruction. (Participant 6)

According to the r.ltionale of this special educ;ltion teacher. students benefit from the

direct. personalized skill instruction that concentr.ltes on the needs of a particular student

for some of the instructional day.

Citing Putnam. Spiegal & Bruininks (1995). Philpott (2001) summarizes that

inclusion will "survive as a core principle and preferred goal in the continuum of

programming options:' but that "What is debatable is whether or not it is indeed in the

best interests of all students. especially those with emotional/behavioural problems and

severe developmental delays:' (P.IO). Likewise. a few participants in this study relied on

a rationale related 10 the exceptionality of a student. For example. teachers may utilize

inclusion depending on the "type and severity of the problems that the student is having"

(Panicipam I). Special educators sometimes felt that slUdems with more serious

academic difficulties would need a different quality or style of teaching than that which is

available in the regular classroom. If sludents have severe difficulties. a significant

exceptionality. or are consider.tbly behind in their skill level. the special education
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teache~ interviewed felt the students benefit from limited pull-out for more

individualized instruction:

... they need so much repetition, and you know the octivity they need

is hands-on. He's always painting and stuff you just can't do that

with all the grade [specified level] there. you just can't! (Participant

6)

Even if using withdrawal as a service delivery method is accepted for a portion of

a student's instructional day, and even if it is considered 10 be acceptable although

isolating, one special education teacher was still cautious about how much students

should be segregated,

I always found that when you take children out of the regular

classroom setting, they're out of everything in the school. I find that

they're not always included even in the extra-curricular things, when

they're taken out of the regular classroom setting for the ocademics,

(ParticipantS)

Another participant summarized her feelings of isolation in a journal passage:

Why is it that students often have to tell me what they are working on

in class? Maybe I'm not an approachable person, but I always

thought I was. Is it because teachers don't have a 101 time to

collaborate with others or they don't want to make the time?

Sometimes [feel as though I'm intruding where I shouldn't be. It's
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a weird feeling to have. Special education can be isolating at times.

(Participant 2: Journal)

If special education teachers choose to teach using the withdrawal of students to a

special education classroom. the teachers and students are isolated from the regular

classroom environment for that period of time. If special education teachers choose to

work in the regular classroom environment, but focus on working with a select few

students, they can be isolated even within the regular classroom. Even for classroom

teachers. the experience of teaching students with special needs may be isolating. Dwyer

& Patterson (2000), for example. recommend avoiding the isolation of either special

education students. parents or teachers working with ADIHD students. They see

communication as an essential factor negating potential isolalion: '''Teachers with

different philosophies need to work together. to collaborate, to better meet the needs of

students" (p.SO).

One team of authors facetiously ren~ts on the changing situation of the

classroom teacher...After the attendance forms. lunch counts. and other required

procedures are completed, they close their doors and leach. They are expected 10 handle

all kinds of school situations with minimal assistance. After all. didn't the teacher of

eight grades in a one-room schoolhouse get along without special help?" (Dettmer,

Thurston & Dyck. 1993, pAl. Most of the special education teachers in this study also

expressed some concerns about the classroom teachers being expected to cope with an

inclusive environment without direct tcaching suppon. Attitudes similar to the following
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one were a cause of concern for some special education tcachers interviewed:

... usually the special education teacher is just the special education

teacher and that's that. And he or she is just for slow students and

that's her domain. and Ihe regular teacher has her domain or his

domain. and a lot of people assume that irs two separate things.

(Panicipant 2)

Special educators were concerned about Ihe demands being placed on their classroom

teacher colleagues in terms of attention demands, student struggles. workload and even

sacrifice in canying OUI Pathways in an inclusive classroom. One teacher summarized:

But for the most pan. I think they (special education students] should

be in the classroom .... With a special education leacherorsome son

of extra help though [vehement tone). I don't Ihink Ihe (classroom]

teacher should have [pause) the whole thing placed on them.

(Panicipant 4)

Even if classroom tcachers are provided with periodic support Ihrough special

educators supporting special education studenlS in the classroom environment, isolation

can still occur, Most special education teachers in this study reponed that when they did

choose 10 work in class, which was typically secondary to withdrawing students for

teaching. they focussed on the students with special needs. Often. by providing mostly

individual atlention to a student on their caseload. while the classroom teachers were

focussed on the majority of the students in the classes. For example:
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My role of course is to meet the needs of the students that I have

ISSPs for. or my students. I call them. (Participant 5)

Special education teachers in this study indicated that their primary goal is to support

those children in the classroom. A speeial education teacher might sit with the spedal

education student or students, or move with them to a table elsewhere in the room. West

& Idol (1990) label this type of approach as par-olilel teaching, where each teacher has his

or her own lessons and are cooperatively teaching. In this approach the teachers:'agree

{Q teach together" (p.26) in the same physical environment.

A few special education teachers in this study indicated thai they have never

taught with the classroom teacher. and some indicated that they have had limited contact

with any other students in the class beyond those in their special education caseloads.

Only one teacher interviewed indicated that she has worked in the class focussing on a

group of students, including students on her caseload along with students with need of

extm support. Ajoumal entry example confirms this type of special education teacher

role:

Keep going into regular classroom twice percyclc to assist student in

L.A. class. Helps student succeed in meeting prescribed objectives.

Regular classroom teacher cannot provide one-on·one support while

teaching all of the class. He can provide Pathway 2 accommodations

to [the] student through i.e. reading tests, extra time. recording test

answers. ( Panicipant 6; Journal)
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AnotherjQumal entry read:

My being in the classroom allows the teacher to concentrate on the

other 'average' and 'above average' students who I feel are neglocted

because we're trying too hard to help the weaker ones. (Participunt

I: Joumal)

One participant expluined her position on her role as a special education teacher this way:

You just {emphasis] can't go in and be a pan ofthut room and just sit

over in the comer, just to be there, a physical thing. You have to be

part of it, (Panicipant 5)

Talking Together

Phillips & McMullough summarize the isolation of special education teache~ in

this way: "Obvious among them [barriers to consuhationJ is the historical separation

between special and regular services, no doubt exacerbated by the general isolation of

most teachers. Attitudinal barriers apparently emanate in pan from a lack of mutual

understanding of the distinct demands of the other's role. These isolating factors create

imponanl credibility problems when educators attempt to advise or consult each other"

(1990, p.294). These findings are also consistent with those of Younghusband (2000),

who notes that the majority of teachers in her survey received feedback from an

administrative level only 'rarely or never' or 'occasionally.'

[n this study. special education teachers sometimes experience feelings of
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isolation that e:\tend even beyond physical isolation from the regular classroom

environment. A lack of direct feedback about the success of their col1aborati ve practices

with classroom teachers is one element related to such feelings of isolation, Although

almost all participants reflected on their interactions with classroom teachers mostly

positively, at the same time, they indicated that they received minimal direct feedback

from the classroom teachers with whom they collabor.ne. They did not remark on any

e:\plicitly negative feedback from any collaborating teachers: neither did they highlight

any ellplicitly positive feedback related to their working relationships:

They haven't said, "'This collaboration bit is great," because rdon't

think you're going [0 hear teachers say that ... maybe we don't praise

each other enough. (Participant 5)

Instead, all special education teachers mentioned some type of feedback implicit

in their relationship with the classroom teachers which they usually interpreted as

positive. For ellample, if the classroom tcachers appeared to be approachable. this

seemed to indicate a positive relationship even if it was not ellplicitly stated. Another

indicator was the willingness of the classroom teacher to provide ideas and constructive

criticism to the special education teacher, Special education teachers in this study also

felt that being asked to assist the classroom teacher was a indicator of a good relationship.

Even just talking together with classroom teachers, receiving comments about the

positive progress of special education students from the classroom teacher, being able to

share ideas with other staff members, and sharing a common understanding of
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collaboration with the staff as a whole. were all positive indicato~ shared by the

participants. One example of such implicit feedback was:

The two of us have a good rapport so the convcThalion was light

hc:lrted even though we discussed some important things for this

student. I showed hcr Ihe work he'd been doing and she said she has

similar materials in her classroom that he could continuc with.

Perfect! (Participant 3: Journal)

Anolher special education leacher noted:

I generally find this teacher to be very easy to talk to about students.

etc. She makes lhings a little easier for me in that sense. We work

well together, I feel. Maybe olhe~ need to be more like her?

Remember our telephone conveThation and you mentioned an 'ideal

world'? Wouldn't it be nice!! (Participant 4: Journal)

Yet another special education teacher wrote:

These interaclions are very open and honest, for example ifshe [the

classroom teacher] suggests a [spelling] word I fecI is 100 difficult, I

will say so. and vice versa.

This meeting went quite well and I felt [it] was quite productive.

Again, this leacher, as well, is very respectful of my opinions. It

certainly was not a one sidcd meeting by any means. 80th of us
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discussed our concerns ilnd what we felt were the best instructional

methods to use with the students I am working with in herdassroom.

(Participant I: Joumal)

A limited amount of implicit feedback that special education teachers interpreted

as negative included insufficient communication between collaborating leachers, and

classroom teachers not following Pathways expectations.

One way that feelings of isolation may be minimized or eliminated is through

"developing mUlually supportive networks" (Dettmer. Thurston & Dyck, 1993, p.191).

Within the school and beyond the school, special education teachers inlerviewed

sometimes did try to seek out a sharing of common experiences among like teachers.

One special education teacher described being less than successful in talking with other

special education teachers beciluse of geographical isolation. Another expressed surprise

at the differences in academic training in Pathways. compared to its implementation. A

third teacher noted that although she does communicate wilh other special educators, they

do not discuss any specifics of teacher collaborntion. A fourth has developed friendships

with other leachers, which has helped 10 confirm that her special education collaborntion

practices are similar to others. Finally, attendance at a conference was affirming for one

special education teacher. providing some evidence of similar techniques. He reflected,

"it was also nice for someone else to tell you what YOU'fc doing is right" (Participant 3).

One research team summarizes thilt leachers can benefit by obscrving and

working with other successful collaborative teaching relationships. Beyond direct
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feedback, indirect feedback. and links to other professionals. they believe that thc

development of a collabor.ltive, inclusive classroom itself. "helped prevent isolation that

teachers may experience whcn they work alone in their classrooms" (Salcnd ct al .. 1997.

p.8),
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Time

Just as the factor of cost should nOI be addressed first in designing a

new product or procedure, neither should time constrainls be allowed

to impede planning for consultation and collaooration. The problem

must be reckoned with, of course. But if allowed to take precedence

over other considerations, time can dictate thought patterns and

restrict the free flow of ideas. "We haven't Ihe lime." is as

debilitating for a school staff as "We haven't the money," is for a

family or business. This is nOl to minimize Ihe time-relaled

difficulties of curtailed staff or mushrooming caseloads. any more

than to discount the money-related pain of poverty and need.

However, lhe resolution of lhe dilemma lies in the visions and plans

for use of that time. (Dettmer. Thurston & Dyck. 1993, p.52)

Teachers tend to be in agreenlCnt with the reality that the leaching profession

consumes many more hours than just those times when leachers are instructing sludents.

It seems, as leachers open doors 10 new innovations. they also open their professions 10

greater demands on their time. Collaooration is one of these necessary innovations. It

does lake lime: time thaI is already allotted to carry out the typical daily demands in lhe

role ofa leacher.
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Many researchers have studied and confirmed issues related to teacher workload

and collaboration. One recent Canadian study based in Nova Scotia (1999). for ex-ample,

found that a majority of teachers minimized their sleep as a way to save time. As well,

they reported feeling rushed daily. This is not surprising, considering the typical 50 hour

week that teachers described (cited in Younghusband. 2000). Looking more specifically

at resource teachers. the team of Voltz et al. (1994) found that their group of participants

reported both a lack of time and scheduling constraints as major restrictions on carrying

out what they feel should be their ideal role in collaboration. In addition. one summary of

collaboration research reiterates that time and issues related to time management are two

leading constraints on effectivc school·based collaboration (K:lUffman & Trent. 1991).

The special education teachers in this study also confirm that time. or a lack of

time, has impacted on their potcntial for collaboration. The issues of time pinpointed by

the participants focussed, first. on the identification of time constraints. In addition. they

also identified how they spend collaboration time that is available, which in tum provides

inSights into how special education teachers prioritize their conversations with classroom

teachers.

COIlStrainlS

The special education participants in this study identified what they feel are

constraints to collaboration with classroom teachers. The main constraints that were

pinpointed include an all-round bus)1tess in the special education teacher role and time
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demands for student assessments and paperwork. As well. a few participants voiced

issues related to staffing concerns and teaching experience.

One participant in this study reflected a common view among special education

teachers:

As for the collaboration itself. it would be nice to sit down for a while

and discuss further whalto do about this particular student. But the

question I keep asking myself constanlly is: "Where do I get the time

to do all the things that need to be doneT (Participant 1: Journal)

A second view about time demands and the current state of special education

services was expressed as:

I believe it (Pathwaysj is a good system, but the problem is when

you're not provided with the resources to CarT)' it out as successfully

asitcan becamedout. And I always find that vel)" frustrating. Like

for example they talk about how important it is to collabor..lte with

classroom teachers .... bUi if you don't give me the time to do that,

how do you expect me to do that? (Participant I)

Time concerns have also been expressed through teachers surveyed provincially.

Younghusband (2000), for example, found that aimosl all teachers in her survey felt their

responsibilities in their teacher IKlsitions to be increasing. In addition. a majority felt they

were not being provided with the resources 10 meet this increased responsibility. while

they also saw the area of role overload as their greatest occupational stressor. In the area
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of role ambiguity. her survey discovered that teachers "feel the amount of work eltpected

of them is unreasonable while at the same time feeling a high level of responsibility and

worry about meeting these job responsibilities" (p.6). Other research has shown that

tcachers taking pan in inclusion without the appropriate resources were very likely to then

view inclusion as. '''too much 10 ask' of them" (Minke et 011 .. 1996, p.179).

In this study, one panicipant introduced concern not only about her own

workload, but also about thc workload of the classroom teacher. She mentioned a worry

about funher agitating the already busy lives of their colleagues, summarizing her opinion

as. "they're busy and I'm busy:' When asked why she thinks her quantity of

col1abordtion isn't sufficient, answered, ''I'd like to think it's because they're really busy

and it's hard to get to do everything" (Panicipant 4). A second special education teacher

wrote:

(don't know if special education teachers meet on a daily basis but

it is verydifficuh to do when teachers are involved in so many things.

(Panicipant 2; Journal)

Robinson (1991) would agree. She would categorize such concerns described by the

panicipants in this study as structural barriers to collabomtion. and point out that all

teachers are very involved with direct student instruction. These demands. then, leave

lillIe time for teachers to either meet or plan together.

Another special education teacher summarized her workload as:

(think they're just giving you more and more and more and more.
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(Participant 5)

One participant angrily declared thaL even disregarding time for the demands of

collaboration with classroom teachers. she is already spending evenings and weekends

preparing for teaching. The tasks that arc part of the special education teacher workload

beyond teaching, including preparation. testing and course development. prompted

another teacher to react that. ''I'm never short of work: never ever short of work

[laughter]" (Participant 6). These obstacles arc similar to those found in another

provincial study of special education and classroom teacher collaooration. Bedi (1996)

found that significant obstacles to teachers collaboration centred on time. training.

support. materials. and work load.

One participant in this study brought up the further issue of staffing in small

schools as a concern. She said:

You might only have one student in a grude. but you still have to

prepare for that student. (Panicipam 7)

Another special education teacher wondered if the comple:4: demands of

multigrade classrooms are another contributor to busyness. She wrote in her journal:

... it is often difficult to find time and opportunity to collaborate with

(the) teacher. (I) Find that last minute is often the usual thing as of

late with this situation. (Participam2)

Yet another participant c:4:pressed a view that perhaps the lack of e:4:perience

among new teachers is also a constraint. New leachers. according to this special
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education teacher. may not have the amounl of materials collected and prepared that more

eJL:perienced teachers do. Again. this has an impact on workload. funher minimizing any

potential time that may have been made available for coltabomtion.

In addition to the overall busyness in the special education teacher role. the time

needed for completing assessments is also significant to the workload of special

education teachers. according to the participants in this study. Under the mandate of

school·based comprehensive lesting. special education teachers are now expecled to

complete testing. write reports. and make recommendations from their conclusions

(Program Specialist Memo. 22 November 2000). One participant responded to these

types of time demands for assessments with:

Now where am I going to get lime to do this .... are they going to

create time for me in the day? [laughter] (Participant 2)

Special education teachers in this study expressed concerns that these time·

consuming assessmeniS can easily lake up time that is intended to be used for preparation.

Consequently. they end up being taken home forcomplction after school hours. Even

further complicating issues relaled 10 the time that participants can commit to completing

assessment tasks are the realities that. first. tests are not readily available. and also. that

referral professionals are often not readily available for assessments to be carried OUI

beyond the school level. Refiecting on these issues. one special educalor suggesled in her

journal:

Want a possibility? '! All schools have alllheirown assessment lools.
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So when a child is experiencing difficullies. I don't have to wait

weeks to have them tested! Big dreams, uh? (Participant I: Journal)

On a more positive note, one special education teacher did mention an

appreciation for the assistance she has been provided with from the guidance office in

taking part of the workllXld for testing. Even more optimistically, the existence of a

seemly uncommon initiative that actually allows for assessment time to be regularly

scheduled into the instructional day of a special educator was praised by one panicipant.

Beyond the periodic formal assessment of students, paperwork seems to abound.

as well, in the preparation of yearly individualized programming for students with special

needs. Panicipants remarked that they end up oflen being responsible for writing ISSPs.

being the ISSP manager, completing referrals for students that are not yet on the special

education caseload. as well as for the development of alternate courses, Afler somehow

filling these tasks into a the role of a special education teacher, along with preparation,

instruction and assessments, one teacher wondered if:

... all the dfon you put into doing an ISSP is wanh it. because it son

of seems to be more formality than it does actually benefiting

anything? .... What I'm saying for this child, it's only for somebody

else to takeovermy position next year, and totally disagree with what

I say. (Participant])

As the special education teachers in this study pointed out. one study of Nova

Scotia teachers also specified that escalated expectations for paperwork completion and
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lhe. "developing, implementing. reviewing and evalualing Individual Studenl Suppon

Plans.' as high stressors on teachers (cited in Younghusband. 2000. p.I).

Most panicipanls agreed that scheduling in order 10 combine Sludenls. usually a

necessity to service all students in a special education caseload. can create instruclional

dilemmas for the teachers involved. First of aiL only two special education leachers in

this sludy were assigned as full-lime special edUclors. The part-time nature of the lypical

participant inherently leads 10 difficulties with scheduling appropriate instructional

periods to meet the needs of various classroom leachers. Cenainly. attempting to

discover ways 10 besl meet the demands of multiple schedules simullaneously seems an

overwhelming task apart from the constraints of the limited availability of the special

education teacher during the instruction:tl day.

They argued thaI. if you combine students, you end up with a group of sludents

lhat may be widely divergent in needs and programming; the same complex situalion Ihat

already exists in lhe conlext of the inclusive classroom. They are concerned thaI they are

being directed to make their schedules more compact in order to service more studenls

when they are already unable 10 solve lhe complexilies of scheduling for both lcaching in

regular classes, and providing direct instruction for all their students.

Special education teachers in lhis study were also wary of scheduling groups of

students with behavioural difficulties logcther. or ones thaI are very divergent in age or

grade level. One special education leacher responded:

... there's no such thing as them being in there and they're all on the
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one level, because they're not ... it's not like they're all on the one

level and you can go in and concentrolte the one period on the one

thing, because you can't. They're all doing their own thing.

(Partieipant6)

Participants in such situations found themselves unable to focus on a unified lesson

amidst such diversity, Instead, they ended up dividing their atlention, rotating their time

between students and subjects within Ihat group.

One special education teacher pointed out that, if she grouped students, she ended

up being able to provide only services in the special education classroom, rather than

having the option of teaching in the regular classroom environment along with classroom

teochers. Obviously, it is impossible 10 schedule a group or students from different grade

levels, or even different classes, for instruction at the same, and also choose to teach

collaboratively,

Finally, a panicipant conceded that, although she was fonunalely able to group

her students with special needs by grade level. she specified that this has been possible

because of a limited case load, At the same time, she agreed that grouping itself may be

incompatible with how she envisions inclusion:

...if you have a large numberof students, you can't be using inclusion

in [one grade) and if you have groups of (two different grades)

together... So if you have grouping, then you CUIl'( use inclusion

like we want to. or like [,d want to. (PanicipantS)
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Talking Together

Although it is obvious that teachers have only a limited amount of time for

collaboration. they do find ways to communicate. When special education teachers and

classroom teachers do talk together. they may share a common focus. need or even style

of communication. By looking at such pallems of typical collaboration. the

characteristics of collaboration can be identified. These characteristics. in tum. indicate

what participants feel are their priorities in talking together. The typical characteristics of

special education teachers in this study can be categorized by looking at the "whal."

"where:' "when:' "why" and "how:'

One special education teacher rellected on an ellample of talking together with a

classroom teacher:

I felt Ihatthe meeting went well and (also feel positive that student

B will benefit from the collaboration from teacher Band myself. By

both of us teaching as a team (think the studem will respond more

positively. I can also leam a lot from teacher B .... By the both of us

working together as a team we can beller isolate sludem 8's learning

difficulties and focus on this difficulty and help the student succeed.

(Participant 1: Journal)

All of the special education teachers in this study provided some type of ration:lle to

illustrate how they typically spend time talking with classroom teachers about students
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with special needs.

What.

Ev~ry participant spent some collabol"iltion time focussing on both the students

involved. and the programs thaI supponed these students with special needs. When they

talked about their students, the special education teachers in this study reponed that one

more specific focus was talking specifically about arising issues to be resolved. They

looked for and shared advice: as well, they shared and gathered knowledge about the

characteristics of the students in their care. They also spent time conferring about

assessments. A special educator provided one e.'tample of a student-focussed

collaboration:

How was "Joe" today? I did this with Joe today: what do you think

about it? Or the classroom teacher may come up to me and say, Do

you find that Joe is not being attentive lately? Or, and, Why do you

think that is? And, fore",ample. we have a student here that lately we

find is [pause) son of losing his motivation to do work ... We often

discuss. Well, why do you think that is? And so we t:llked about

maybe it's because he's realizing that he's doing things lower than his

peers. and he may be gelling tonnenled by his peers, and so then we

sil down and we try 10 discuss some ways. Well, maybe we can get

him more inl"Olw!din theregularcurricuJum. So. just things like that
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everyday. (Participant I)

When they discussed issues that needed to be seuled. classroom teachers and special

education teachers in this study often engaged in problem-solving processes. asking one

another for help in resolving a situation. One special educator wrote:

We discuss the students in her class quite a bit and generally try to

work together on solving problems that arise with these students.

(Participant 4: Journal)

During such discussions, the participants indicated that the classroom teacher tended to

ask questions directed towards the special education teacher. In doing this. they seemed

to be hoping to receive feedback about how to approach decision-making. Classroom

teachers may approach them about a student needing to be assessed. or to scek out

infonnation about Pathways. Somc examples of inquiries that came from classroom

teachcrs were recalled as:

...what do you suggcst, or what do you think of, or how would you.

or would you do this? (Participant 2)

What do I do with this child? Do I give him the test over? What do

I do? (Panicipanl61

Do I read it to him? ... Is it fair if I read it to him? (Participant 6)

Thesc special cducaturs reponed sharing problem situations and brainstonning different
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possibilities for resolving issues through talking with classroom teachers. Together.

teachers shared ideas. deliberated solutions, :lnd made choices.

During and beyond problem-solving situations. teachers also offered suggestions.

direclives. and provided assistance and advice to each other.

.. you can work through some of the things, if you sit down and

you can talk aboul it. (PmicipanI6)

Only one special education teacher mentioned that she docs check back with classroom

teachers to see if mutual deeisions are actually being carried out in the classroom

environment.

The char.teteristics of individual students were often discussed. Teachers engaged

in general chat about a student, considered their areas of trouble. behaviour, strenglhs and

needs, or just met for a more general update on how that student might be coping in

differenlenvironmenls.

As well as focusing on the students with special needs themsel\'es. special

education leachers in this sludy often had an equal focus on individual programming.

when they talked together with classroom teachers. Again, teachers discussed issues and

proVided ideas, assistance and direclives to each olher. This shared information about

programming was sometimes intended for immediate use: for example:

$0 I just consull with the teacher then. just oUlside her door aboul

what they were doing .... I'll find out really quickly what he's done in

Ihat class, and we'll come to my classroom and then I'll just sit with
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him and we'lI work on what he's supposed to be completed.

(Participant 3)

At other times. they included longer-tenn issues such as upcoming assignments.

curriculum outcomes, or programs decisions; for e",ample:

... now I don't do this every week, but (like to keep up to date with

what students are doing in the regular classroom. or where they might

be having trouble. or what they're doing right now. or what

assignments they're working on. so that at least I can have an idea of

what I can work on ne"'t, or what I can work on now. (Participant 2)

Typical classroom testing emerged a.<; an area of concern during collaboration with

many classroom teachers, according to the participants. A few special educators

indicated that teachers talking together questioned and discussed the methods and

contents of tests. and well as supports during testing.

Finally, the use of shared milterials was sometimes addressed when teachers

collaborated together, according to the pilrticipants. In order to support student

programming, classroom teachers sometimes provided materials for special education

teachers. Conversely, they also requested that particular materials be prepared to meet a

particular need:

Look. I have this, this and this. If you think it might be useful with

the student, go right ahead and use it. (Participant 2)
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The special education teachers in this study indicated that they met and conversed

with classroom teachers equally often in two conte:\ls: the staffroom and the classrooms

of the collaborating teachers. Although teachers tended to talk in twosomes, they

reponed that such conversations in the staffroom sometimes e:\tended to a discussion

involving other staff members, as well.

In the regular classroom, panicipants reponed spontaneously dropping in to

collaborate; on the other hand, if the teachers were teaching together, they also talked

together during actual instructional time. Although these two locales were Favoured, one

teacher did point out the potential for classroom disruption if collaboration happens

during the instructional day.

A few teachers also indicated collaborating in the school halls, for example, just

outside a classroom door. An equal number also described collaboration outside of the

school environment completely, if they happened to be travelling to work I.>'ith a

classroom teacher, or in their own homes.

In some cases, these more informal types of talking together in common areas

may raise some ethical concerns. For example, other students may overhear confidential

discussions, or teachers not involved in the programming for a panicular student may

become aware of similarly confidenlial information.

Wilt'",
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Preparation periods might seem to be a logical time for collaboraling leachers 10

talk together. In reality. though. the special education teachers in this study indicated that

they are provided with either no or very few preparation periods. The maximum number

of preparation periods was given by one teacher who has four periods every seven days.

In consequence of this lack of non-instructional time. no participants disclosed using their

preparation lime. if they were provided with any. 10 collaborate with classroom teachers.

The panicipants indicatcd lhat even if preparation periods wcre provided. they

would still be needed for preparation. as of course they are intended. Even if they did

choose to use lhem for collaboralion. they are difficult to coordinate simullancously with

the preparation periods of collaboraling leachers. As one special educator summarized.

"whcn you gel a prep period. most everyone.llaughterl somebody else. is working"

(ParticipanI3). Robinson (1991) believes that collaboration will not succeed if lcachers

are expected to collaborate oUlside of school time or during prep periods. She assens

that. "Forcollaborative programs (0 succeed. schools must be structured differently"

(p.445).

An equal number of special education teachers in this study did indeed indicatc

lhat they Iypically talk togelher after school as often as they collaborate during the school

day. because. as one teacher noted. "there's really no time during thc day 10 do it:'

(Participant 4). A few tcachers also reponed collaborating during recess. lunch hour.

before school and outside of school time on the weekends.

Participants indicaled that they also vary on how often they collaborate. which
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seemed dependent on the needs of the involved studeniS and teachers, as well as the

nature of their relationship as pan of a collaborating team. Some participants

coJlaoorated continuously, but others talked with only a panicularclassroom teacher.

Some others collaborated more or less with a given teacher. depending if a student's

programming objectives were identified as a shared responsibility. Some teachers were

satisfied with how often they collaborme, and others reported dissatisfaction.

These inconsistencies in collaboration practice between teachers may be related to

the fact that not one special education teacher in this study has been provided with any

time for collaboration purposes. Without any formal provision for collaboration time,

talking together with classroom teachers may perhaps be seen as yet another optional

addition to an already overburdened role. One experienced research team asserted that,

"Without ell.ceplion, every school- or district-level team with whom we have worked has

indicated a need to establish legitimate time to consult" (West & Idol. 1990, p.29).

Why.

SlUdents with s~ial needs often end up working with different teachers and

community professionals, depending on their service needs. Within schools. they often

end up not only working with more than one teacher, but also in more than one

classroom. As a consequence of this range of environments. all of the special education

teachers in this study routinely used conversation to bring about consistency between the

different school settings. As an ell.ample of this focus. one participant strongly stated:
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I think it' s actually impossihle to do justice to a child's education

without understanding how that child is performing and behaving

in all other aspects of his education as well. And to do that you

need to be constantly in collaboration with the regular classroom

teacher.

... everyone that is involved in that studenCs life should know

what the others aredoing, in terms ofthatchild's education. And

I think that makes it much smoother. and the children receives

more benefits from their education when you do that

(Panicipant I)

Special education teachers also found it helpful to collaborate in order to develop

a mutual understanding about each student. to consider and use common instructional

practices and to link programming among environments. Participants also reponed using

collaboration to create funher acceptance of students and their needs by the classroom

teacher.

One participant summarized his belief about the benefits of consistency:

... what one teacher's doing cenainly leads into what another should

be doing, and it's also... more beneficial for the kid. because you're

not confusing the kid with two ideologies: you're coming in on the

same sheet for that kid. (Participant 3)

II.



However, anOlher was of the opinion that the different ideas students may come in

contact with when working with more than one teacher are also a benefit to students.

The second most compelling reason that special education teachers in this study

provided for collaboration was for the purpose of gathering infonnation related to

students and their programs. A few special education teachers also found that

collaboration saved time, and eased their workload in other areas. They reported an

appreciation for the habit of sharing of ideas. preparation and materials. Forexample'

I just think it would help out a lot more if you work together and you

figure out something together instead of just silting down and one

person's doing all the work. (Participant 4)

The only potentially negative reason to collaborate that was provided by a

participant was centred on potential directives. He was concerned about the possibility

of teache~ being compelled 10 collaborate:

It might look like collaboration on the outside. but when it comes

down to it, it's actually anything but .... 1guess it's still collaboration;

you just agreed ... to disagree or something? (Panicip:mt3)

HoII'.

The 'one-Iegged consultation: is one tenn that has been coined referring to

collaboration praclices that occur spontaneously. The parties involved in such

conversations may chat in the halls, for instance, with one leg casually hiked up.
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Alternatively. such unplanned chats may also be labelled as 'venical consultations:

primarily because those involved are standing together in an environment outside the

school (Dettmer. Thurston. Dyck, 1993).

A unanimous agreement existed among special education teachers in this study

who described the quality of their collaboration. They reflected on neither regularly nor

formally scheduling collaboration time!' to talk together. Some examples of the nature of

a typical form a collaboration lOok were:

I happen to run into (Participant 2),

[t just comes out of the blue or whatever? Somebody could say

something and then somebody will say something else. Before you

know it, you're in a deep conversation about a certain child

(Participant 2),

... just stop and comment (Participant 6).

One participant wrote that, although she does try to collaborate with one

classroom teacher every week tit a set time. she felt disstltisfied with the time in the week

when the conversations take place, tiS well as with the tlmount of time that is spent

together. More typically, they ch:tracterized their talks together with words that pointed to

spontaneity and informality. They Ilsed language similar to the following examples to

ch:tracterize the nature of how they talk together:

... pop into a teacher's classroom (Participant I).

... have tin informal chtlt (Participant I),
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." you might memion, say, ..Joe..... (Participant I),

... 1 think there's a good lime 10 have a Iill[e chal (Panicipam2),

... mini-meeting or a little discussion (Panicipant 2),

... mention back and forth 10 each other (Panicipant 6).

Overall, the special education teachers most frequently referred to talking logether

wilh classroom teachers 10 converse about sludenls and their programs. They la[ked

logelher in the staffroom and Ihe classroom: they collaboraled during inslructional time

and after school; they spoke logether to create a consistency between environmenls: and

finally, they described their conversations as spontaneous and informal.
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Power

The literature suggests many 'shoulds' but very few 'hows' in the

discussion of consultation between Regular and Special Education

teachers and the roles of each party. With the widespread adoption

of inclusive and integrative pr.lctice. the time has definitely arrive to

negotiate classrooms as shared space involving students, educators.

and parents (Dwyer & Pallerson. 2000. p.SS).

Power issues exist in many relationships. and cenainly do exist within school

environments. between students. teachers and administr.ltors. More specifically. such

~wer struggles also exist between collabor.lting classroom teachers and special

education teachers. These can affect their working relationships. Power issues can be

identified by looking at special educator teacher roles in coJlabol"".1tion. directives from the

hierarchy of those supervising teachers. and special education teacher knowledge.

Roles

Many researchers suggest that successful collaboration is dependent on how the

defined roles of both the special education teacher and the classroom teacher are able to

function together. For example. "The relationship between the special education teacher
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and the classroom teacher is a complex one fraught with several types of serious

connict:' is one opinion of collaborative relationships (Glatthom, 1990. p.29). Another

acknowledges that such relationships as the most crucial ones. if collaboration is to

succeed in inclusive classrooms (Stanovich, 1996),

A special education teacher in this study wrote her agreement:

Teachers working together is much more effective than teachers

dictating to one another. I feel it's very important toestablish a good

rapport with each teacher and to make one another feel comfortable

in expressing their beliefs and theirconcems. (Participant I: Journal)

One study shows that teachers often, "felt unsure of where they lit in the local educational

system, are not clear who is 'captaining the ship: and feel considerable conflict between

what they are expecled to do and what they think is right or proper" (Younghusband.

2000, p.6). More specifically, a second study by the same author indicated the existence

of role confusion between special education and classroom leacher pairs (Younghusband,

1999). Some parallel inhibiling faclors to collaboralion include resistance, personality,

role parity. overpowering expectations and insufficient support from classroom teachers.

In addition, Huefner (1988, cited in Kauffman & Trent. (991) indicated that one of many

restrJints on collaboration is a modclthat puts teachers in the roles of aides or tutors. In

this study, one special education teacher cited a bold example of such role disparity.

Already a qualified teacher but completing a specialization. she found that she was

perceived by a classroom teacherlhis way:
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... she referred to me as his [the student's] /IItor .... I was really upsel

because I was thinking, they're thinking of me as a tutor, and .. here

I am. a trained teacher. (Participant 2)

Another example of a role boundary issues came from the same special educator:

Well. he saw the regu[arclassroom teacher as his teacher. I wasn't

his teacher when I was in the regular classroom. And he would

actually say 10 me. "Go away. Idon't want you here, You are not my

teacher:' He would acmally say thaI." (Participant 2)

Robinson (1991). renecting on a similar issue, recommended that collaboration cannot be

effective unless educators can experience role parity. believing thai all teachers are

intended for all students. "The goal of collaborati ve consultation ;s to better meet the

needs of diverse students, both handicapped and nonhandicapped. in as integrated an

educational setting as possible" (p.442). Another panicipant provided a funherexample

of unsure roles:

It's just that we have teachers that are very experienced. and

sometimes I wonder if [pause) what I have to say is as imponant or

whatever [laugh)? So I sort of keep my mouth shut a lot more than

perhaps I should. (Participant 6)

Until such roles boundaries are made clear, special education teachers will

continue to be placed in an awkward position. For example. the cooperating teachers in

one renective study compare such boundary awkwardness to moving into someone else's
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home, space or territory: "I feel somewhat out of place in another teacher's classroom. I

keep thinking 'ours' but not feeling it yet" (Salend et al .. 1997, p.5). Researcher

Glatthom (1990) also cites that a dissonance in perceptions of competence of each other

in different teaching roles may create conflict and a negative impact on students with

special needs. The students, 'feellike neutral noncombatants caught between two

waning factions" (p.JO).

Conversely, special education teachers working in their own special education

classrooms seem to have a greater independence. If they carry out withdrJ.wal of students

to the special education classroom. the special education teacher is then a solitary

teacher. if only temporarily. If there is only a single teacher, then, any need for deferrJ.1 to

another teacher's style, instruction, elloperience or needs is basically eliminated. One

specialeducalorfelt:

I think that both of us would be more comfortable working on our

own that way.

They're mostly out and they're my students on my course. so I really

don't have tocollaborate as much with them {the classroom teachersl.

(ParticipantJ)

It is consequently not surprising that special education teachers would desire some

time to De "the" teacher for "their" students. On a positive nOle, this participant provided

an example of a positive relationship that has developed between himself and one
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classroom teacher. The classroom teacher indicated thai. "I don't even mind telling you

what I think you should be doing {laughter):' This type of casual conversation, though,

could potentially create a negative relationship, if teachers are wary about the distinctions

of their collaborative roles,

Another examples of role confusion was put forth by a participant who said that

she was not comfortable being expected to monitor other classroom leachers. She

reflected:

And of course there's nOlhing I. as a special education teacher. I

don't think there's anything else I can do, Even if you're

collaborating: even if you go to them. and say, "Wett. did you try

this, did you try that, did you try this?" And they might say, "Yes,

yes, yes, yes, yes:' How am 1to know that they tried it? I'm not

in the classroom ,.. I'm not in there; Idon't know what they did

during that time, But I mean, I do telt them? and I do say, "Welt

I think she needs this, or he needs this:' In the end, I'm only a

teacher, and I'm only, one of theircolleagues. and, there's only so

much you can do! {laughter], (Participant 6)

She finds it difficult to deal with being a new teacher in a system th:!t does not

always follow the prescribed procedures, explaining:

And of course, I can't go through to every single tcacher to see, are

there any children on this, what arc you doing here, what are you
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doing? .... You just can't do that. I mean, it's their responsibility.

(Participant 6)

The special education teacher, then, may be in a position of knowledge, but without the

authority to carry through its implementation. making role definitions awkward.

As well as working out role boundaries with collaborating classroom teache~,

special education teachers may also need to build new relationships with other slaff

members. In this study, the more novice teachers, new either to the teacher profession or

a particular school. reflected that it takes time 10 work out staff relationships. One

participant gave an example:

The homeroom teacher may not mind you coming in and suggesting

things, and there's someone else who doesn't want you to tell them

how 10 do their job. And you don't wan! to do that anyway ... I'm

new in my position althis school ... it took me a while to figure out

who I could say what to. (Participant 3)

Beyond the classroom, problems can also arise, One special education tcacher

described a situation where he was making decisions without the comprehensive

knowledge of a student's day-to-day behaviour Ihat a classroom teacher might have. In

consequence, he then felt:

So I finally leamed, that, from now on, when the students ask me,l'll

say, "Well, I'll get back to you:' (Participant 3)

Collaborative tcaching pairs interviewed by SaJend et al. (1997) identified
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concerns aooUi classroom management roles when they began their collaborative

relationships. In this study. issues related to classroom management similarly emphasize

the el\istence of role boundary problems. While some participants reponed feeling

comfortable supporting the academic work of students with special needs within the

regulaTclassroom environment. they did not seem comfortable making classroom

management decisions on the basis of equality with the classroom teacher.

The special education teachers in this study who spoke about classroom

management agreed that they usually defer these everyday decisions to the classroom

teacher. For el\ample. "generally my comment is, go ask your teacher [pause] fi~t,"

(Participant 4) and. "I'd rJther you ask Mr.this one or Mrs. that one lhose questions"

(Participant 5). Perhaps, though. classroom management issues may not be an indication

of an inherently negative role boundary. Another research team believes that behaviour

management is one part of group instruction on which the general education teacher

should indeed focus: "Regardless of how well prepared a general educator is, the focus of

general education practice is on the group" ( Zigmond & Baker, 1995, p.249).

The special education leacher is often more concerned with one

student and how learning might be individualized: the classroom

leacher worries about the entire class and how overall achievement

might be advanced. The special education teacher focuses on

academic skills and content. Neither of these frames is inherently

better than lhe other: however. they yield diffc::rent pictures of the
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classroom. (Glatthom. 1990. p.30)

Salend et al. (1997) suggesl that examining the language of leachers can be

indicative of relationships and Dettmer. Thurston & Dyck (1993) nOle the benefit of

examining word meanings. Therefore. an examination of the language and meaning of

the words special education teachers used in this study is appropriate.

Overall. participants rarely used Ihe word "teach" to describe their active role as

special educators. Although most participants also used the word "we" to describe

aclions. such as "we did." or "we think." and did note the existence of team·based

decision-making in some instances, these terms are used far less often than those which

seemC{lto refer to a secondary role in the classroom environment. Almosl every

participant. for example, used a variation of the word "help" to describe their

collaborative role. Words with a similar connotation, such as "monitor:' "assist."

"provide direction:' "explain." and "working with" were also very common.

Even the usc of the term "your teacher," again suggests a disparate role for the

special education teacher working in the classroom. As one teacher from Salend et al.

reflected. "I wonder if the children view one of us in more authority. I think parents do"

(1997. p.6l. During interviews for this study, special educators sometimes relied on

similar terms to describe the classroom teacher, such as, "the teacher: "regular !eacher."

or the "regular classroom:' One teacher reflected in her journal:

I really have no contribution here about what is being done. Both

students !hat I work with are remedial students, completing the
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regular curriculum. to which I am providing support. So Ihat leacher

basically just tells me whal she wants me to do. which is just fine

with me. because it is much less stressful than coming up wilh things

to do on your own. (participant I: Journal)

A few participants mentioned parental roles as a contributing faclor to role

boundary issues. especially when framed in a team model. One participant underslood

her team role as an advisor. without the authority of making final decisions, while anOlhcr

mentions the difficulty of even meeling wilh parents. A third indicatcs that, again. it is

difficuh to know what is being implemented al home: but, on the other hand:

... parents are lot more informed and they know what their kids need.

or they think they do. and they try their best to be whal their kids

need. (ParticipantS)

Philpott (2001) found Ihat researchers have noted the increasing involvement of parents

as knowledgeable, powerful advocates for special education rights, and that such

involvement is encouraged by school professionals. Similarly. Dwyer & Palterson (2000)

assert that the both parents and students should be dominant members of the team that

works to meet Ihe individual needs of students with special needs.

Perhaps, as we arc empowering teams to make decisions. we arc simultaneously

discmpowering the special education teachcr to be an authority in a specialized area of

tcaching. Yet West & Idol (1990) would argue that true collaboration creates mutual

empowerment:
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As various collaborating groups work together they create something

very powerful. called mutual empowerment. Rather than one ellpen

causing anOlherexpen to feel threatened. disinterested. uninvolved.

defeated. defensive. and so fonh. this process allows people to own

problems tOgether and to pool their various sources of expenise to

beller solve the presenting problem. In this contex!. mutual

empowerment is a major goal of educational collaboration. (p.24).

Even amidst these difficulties inherent in defining and carrying out the roles of

collabordtion. Howells (2000) does exhon special educators to be paticnt with their

colleagues. In her personal cxperience. "Never. in the history of the schooL had another

cducator entered their domain. Never had thcy shared responsibility with anyone elsc"

(p.I60). Even more optimistic. is that belief that. "A collaborative consultation approach

is a natural system for nunuring hannonious staff interactions" (Dettmer. Thurston &

Dyck. 1993, p.ll).

Directives

As is typically inherent in professions directly under govcrnment authority. every

teacher also operates under the hierarchical authorities of the provincial government. the

school board. and their local school administration. Each of thesc authority levels

provide supervision to teachers. an authority which often appears in the fonn of directives

mandating teachers !O carry out their profession in a particular manner. Such directives
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can either support or hinder collabomtion.

When sharing her ideas about the issues of collaboration. one special education

teacher in this study maintained:

I think most of the problems are at a higher level than the school

level.

I find it hard sometimes when people say you should do this. this and

this with kids. but I always feel very strongly that what you should do

depends on the individual student and the individual situation, and

what works for one studen!. what may work for twenty students. may

not work for the twenty-first student. (Participant 1)

In Newfoundland and Labrador, provincial government policies provide special

education teachers with special education models. roles, and procedures. These directives

can. al times, constrain the judgment of individual teachers. according to special

education teachers in this study. For example, one participant Slated...... they don't trust

my judgement:' (Participant 2) She reflected that, rather than allowing flexibility to

meet the individual needs of students, the provincial government is constricting teachers

by increasing their responsibilities and by strongly recommending specific programs. To

complicate maners, the basis of for students even qualifying for special education

services is limited as well as the quantity of such contact with special educatOrs.

At the school board level, directives can also affect special education teacher
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collaboration. according to participants. One participant indicated that she was informed

by the school board that her schedule would have to chllnge, in order to support more

group scheduling: "We were basicllily told by Ihc school board that nellt year is going to

have to change, change completely" (Participant 2). A second participant reported

concerns lIbout the school board's authority to change job assignmenls, perhaps forcing

teachers 10 work in positions for which they didn't apply, and in which they are not

comfortable. He expanded on his views this way:

$0, Ihere are barriers [to coliaborationJ, the professional people,

there's some with the students themselves, and there's also

barriers I guess as well sometimes, with (pause, reluctance] like

rules, I've learned what to catlthem, that are handed down from

the top, telling you thai you must do that and you must have that

this done, and then you have to impose it no matter what. And

that steps on people's toes as well, (Participant])

A Ihird participant indicated that she has:m issue with board-level direclives sometimes

being different from the attitudes of teachers who are actually in Ihe field. She mused:

Then you have those other people that are not higher than you, their

qualifications are different than what yours are, and they're the ones

that tested him, and they're telling you, well, what you can do for him

.... It gets really confusing then. [laughter] Right. cause you can't do

this and you can't do that, but still, you have to give him what he
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needs, bUI then you still want him to pass. Oh it's really [laughter].

it gets really confusing. Some of the teachers sometimes gel kind of

fruslrated with it. right. bUI you have 10 try to work with it.

(Participant 6)

Directives from the adminislrative levels of local schools can also impact

collaboration. According to researchers, inadequate support from administration is one

type of external barrier that can occur when collaboration is attempted (Robinson. 1991;

Huefner cited in Hallahan & Kauffman, 1991). Other researchers declare thai

collaboration should nOI be forced upon teachers; "Teachers who are accustomed to being

in charge and making virtually all the day-to-day decisions cannot be ordered 10 go out

and consult and collaborate with each other to any meaningful degree' (Dettmer.

Thurston & Dyck. 1993. p.S).

According to the special education teachers in this study, school-based directives

mostly centred on issues related to the local practices of special education. For example,

one special educator in this study was told thai, "This is how we do it in the school.

These sludents arc being pulled OUI and they're going to your classroom" (Participant 3).

He pointed out that forcing teachers to teach together could also ha~'e negative or positive

effects;

... it could be a positive Ihing, because you kind of grow on each

other. and you get used to me being there or whatever, right? But if

you're really. reCll/y. uncomfortable with it, 1think it could make it
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worse. (ParticipantJ)

With a similar view. Phillips & McCullough (1990) assert that administrative authorities

at both the school and district levels do impact collaboration. At the district level.

administrators can assist with an appropriate philosophy suitable for collaboration.

promote collaboration programs. and be involved with program delivery and training for

the implementation of a collaboration program (Zins et a1. cited in Phillips &

McCullough. 1990).

Knowledge

A commonly quoted adage links together knowledge and power. With the

current national and provincial shortage of teachers. school boards may be faced with

hiring candidates with less than the expected or desired knowledge in the are:! of special

education. One participant noted thai. in her case. the school administmtion was pleased.

but surprised. to ha\'e a fully trained sped:!l education teacher on staff. Perhaps this

surprise. more than anything. renecls the current st:!te of special education qualifications

in the areaoflhis slUdy.

The special education teachers in this study reported a range of knowledge and

trnining in special education, Some related being fully trained. qu:!lified. experienced

special education leachers with the second highest level of teaching cel1ification: others

disclosed themselves as inexperienced teachers with no formal special education

qualifications. Indeed. the majority of participants were not fully qualified special
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education teache~.

All of the special education teache~ in this study did indicate that they have

completed at least one elective cour~e related to special education. though. and all have at

least a level five certification out of a possible seven levels. Almost half of the special

education teache~ in this study are in their fi~t year oftcaching special education. The

majority have four or less years of teaching in this specially area; almost all have seven or

fewer years of teaching experience in any area. A few participants were in the process of

working towards special education qualifications; others have no plans to do so. This is

not unexpected. provincially: Younghusband (1999) confirms that no teache~. apart

from those being trained in special education. are required to complete any special

education preservice training. Thus. if geneml educators are filling specialist positions.

special education training can be assumed to be inadequate in such cases.

All special education teache~ interviewed. though. have been provided with at

least a two-day Pathways in-service. or have been taught Pathways through academic

training. Learning about Pathways has provided special education teachers with

knowledge about this provincial model for special education services. Forexample. one

participant indicated that. "especially myself that currently right now doesn"t have a

special education degree or diploma. I do usually find those types of workshops helpful."

From another perspective. a special education teacher university-tmined in Patln,·ay~·. was

quite vehement about some difficulties in our system:

I can't imagine coming OUI. into the system. as a special education
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teacher. not have your degree. not knowing Parllwa.\'s. and how

overwhelming that would be.

(just can't imagine doing it, not without knowledge of Pathways. I

can'l, I don't know how you'd do it. (Participant 6)

No participants have taken part in a preservice or inservice course or seminar

exclusively focussed on collaboration, yet. they all reponed practising some form of

collaboration, Such a lack of training is considered to be a an inhibitor of role

implementation (Voltz et at, 1994), and fits in with what teachers are saying about work

overload in a study by Younghusband (2000). Younghusband (2000) found that a

majority of teachers feel that they are often, usually, or most of the lime expected to

perform tasks without appropriate training.

Considering these issues related to a common lack of adequate knowledge the

special education teachers in this study have shared, it cannot be surprising if they have

difficulty fulfilling many areas of the special education teacher role, including and beyond

collaboration. Unfortunately, there are no easy answers to the dilemma of attracting

teaching staff, and simultaneously demanding adequate specialized training.
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Wishl.'J

We do it because together. through collabor:nion. we can

solve problems that alone. we cannot solve. Through

collaboration. we can improve situations that alone. we

cannot improve. Through collabor:nion. we can bener meet

the challenges that lie before us in meeting the necds of all

leamers. As educ:ltors. we h:lve wilJinglyt:lken on the task of

making an impact on the present and the future. We often

pride ourselves on the fact that we can make a difference in

the lives of individual students. as well as society as a whole.

Through collaboration. wec:ln provide support for ourselves.

and set an e,'(ample for our students. We demonstr.Jte. by

e,'(ample. that each of us is unique but important. and together

we are much greater than the sum of us all. (Howells, 2000.

p.I60)

Inconsistencies often e,'(ist between actual te3ching practices 3nd wh3t are

considered to be ideal tcaching practices. Collabor.nion, as well. may be camed out

differently in reality. than ideally. In one study of teacher roles, Voltz et at. (1994)

discovered that discrepancies e:(ist not only between the roles th3t teachers reponed
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carrying OUI. compared 10 the roles these same Ie:x::hers fell should ideally be canied out.

001 also between lheir xtual collabor.1tion and whallhey percei\led ;lS ideal collabor.nion.

Accordingly.1he special education teachers in this SlOOy would like to see changes made

to their curn:nl collabor.uion practices. in order 10 work towards satisfying their perceived

ideals. In the future.lhey would like [0 see Ihe implementation of planned collaborntion

time. collaboration inservtcing. and interpersonal skills training. as shown in Figun:: 2. a

model of Iheir ideal special education p.-aclices for collaboration.
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Figure 1. Ideal special education teacher collaboration
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The panicipants in this study agreed that. as onc area of changc. thcy would like

some planned, pre-set time set aside to talk with teachers. prefernbly dUring the

instructional day. One participant's aUitude toward planned collaboration was:

It would be beneficial to set a particular time aside once a week

to discuss student progress with teachers. Even once a week or

every couple of weeks would be great. (Participant 2; Journal)

Later on, though. she renttted:

Or is that 100 much I wonder? I know some special education

teachers schedule meetings on a regular basis. Is that asking too

much? (Participant 2: Journal)

Zigmond & Bakcr (1995) would disagree thai it might be asking too much. "Spet'ial

education should be planned." (p. 249) they declare, as part of their vision for the

inclusive classroom. (fteachers are going to work together collaborntively. they must

plan together as well: time together is a necessity. Phillips & McCullough would also

agree with a more fonnalized approach to collabor.Jtion; according to their reflections on

research: "Consultation which develops informally. without structure and prediclability.

gener.JlIy proves ineffective and shonsighted" (1990, p.194). Similarly, Robinson (1991)

recommends that, "To use only precious and limited planning time forcollaOOration. or

time before and after the school day, is not acceptable. Collabomtion under Ihese

conditions would be too burdensome to be truly successful over the long-term" (p.445).

locally, one study recommended both the allocation of time for collaboration and
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professional development forcollabor.uion (Bedi. 19%). Altnough a few participants in

Ihis sludy did feellhal either their experiences or their pre-service lraining htI"e provided

them with an adequale knowledge of co1l3bomtion. lhe majorily of special educ31ion

teachers similarly indicaled th31lhey would bendil from collabor.ltion tn:Lining.

preferably Ihrough some lype of professional in-service. Robinson (1991) shares 3

similar view 10 the participants: "For leilChers to be effcclive in collabomlive endeavours,

lhey need knowledge and skills in the pnxess of collaboroltion 3nd knowledge 3nd skills

in effective teaching practices" (p.448l.

The panicip3nts indic3ted th3t collabomtion trolining focussing on working with

parents. coll3boration techniques. Pmln,"ays. or the special educ3tion teacher role would

also be welcomed. A few indicated that more infonnal galherings where teachers could

mecl and discuss collaboration wilh others in similar silualions. or some type of pre

service lTaining fOf allieachers in the area of collabor.:ltion. would be agrttable

altemalives.

Robinson (1991) tiles West & Cannon's (1998) comprehensive lisl of skills thai

are necessary forconsul!ation. Similar 10 whallhe needs of Speci31 education teachers in

this study see as areas for further Skill-building, their taxonomy includes a range of

interpersonal skills, soned into calegories such as inter:lCtive communication and

collaborative problem-solving. Another team of authors recommends that consulting

teachers need to relate well. communicate well. encourage relationships. and be lolerolnl.

:adaptable and nellible (Dettmer, Thurston & Dyck, 1993). Likewise. the participants in
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this study e:<pressed a desire to take part in further training focussing on the interpersonal

skills that are necessary to implement effective collabormion. Some examples of skills

they gave as areas of concern were conflict management. dealing with resistance. using

assertiveness. communicating respect. and having confidence in decisions. They would

also like help leaming how 10 clearly communicate their availability for special education

assistance (0 teachers and students. and. in addition they would like assistance in knowing

how to request support from other teachers.

If schools and school systems plan to pructice effective inclusion. the demands of

its implementation in tum necessitate teacher collaboration: teacher collaboration. in tum.

necessitates the provisions of time and training that special educators clearly require. If a

commitment to inclusion is desired. a like commitment to supporting collaboration needs

to be put in place.
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CHAPTER 5

Conclusions

SumnllJ.ry

Service DeUvery

This study of the special education teacher collaboration in one district of

Newfoundland and Labrador found that the spedal education teacher participants

supported inclusion and articulated its many benefits. The Students with special needs

that they teach remained in their inclusive regular classroom environments for the

majority of the school day.

To support inclusion. the special education teachers took part in two types of

collaboration. Talking together with classroom teachers is one way that special education

teachers collaborated with classroom teachers to provide indirect special education

services. Less commonly. collaboration was carried out through direct service delivery,

when special education teachers taught together with classroom teachers. Although the

participants found benefits to this type of collaboration. they nevertheless Iypically

preferred a different type of direct service delivery. Instead of teaching together with

classroom teachers, they tended to withdmw students from the regular classroom

environment, typically for reasons related 10 individualized programs.

Themes
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This study found that three major themes impacted on the day-to-day

collaboration of special education teachers with classroom teachers: isolation. time and

power.

Isolation.

Special education teachers in this study were often affected by two types of

isolation. They were often physically isolated from the typical. inclusive classroom

environment while withdrawing students to teach them outside of the regular class. Even

when special education teachers chose to work with students in the regular classroom

environment. this teOiching together with the classroom teachers was more ajoint physical

presence in the classroom than an actual cooperative effon. Special education teachers

were often isolOited, again, as they typically focussed on just the studenls in their caseload

rather than teaching 10 the whole class.

Special education teachers also experienced isolation due to a lack of opponunity

to interact with other similar professionals. They also experienced a lack of direct

feedback from the classroom teachers with whom they share the responsibility for

students with special needs. These feelings of isolation, though. did not seem to impact

negatively on how teachers viewed their conversations when they talked with classroom

teachers to collaborate about special education students. OverJll, leachers described their

experiences of talking together with classroom teachers favourably, ciling many incidents

of positive, implicit feedback from classroom teachers.
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Tim~.

The two categories of time constraints on collaboration indicated by the special

education teachers in this study were workload and scheduling. According to the

participants, their workload is primarily influenced by an overall busyness in their

teaching role, as well as demands on time for assessments lind paperwork. Second,

scheduling difficulties focussed on issues related to the practice of grouping students

when providing special education services.

The characteristics of typical special education teacher collaboration in this study

were indicative of how special education teachers and classroom teachers chose to spend

the limited time that is available to them as collabol1lting teachers. The type of

collaboration that was engaged in was usually talking together, rather than physically

teaching in the same classroom. During these conversations, special education teachers

reported that they usually focussed on discussion related to the students themselves, and

their programs. Mosl often. they met to collaborate in the slaffroom. or in the regular

classroom, during instructional time or after school. most often spontaneously or

infonnally, and customarily for the purpose of creating a consistency for special

education students among different environments, and

Power.

[n this study, issues thaI affected collabomlion were related to power in three
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areas. Fif$t, special education teachers collaborating with classroom teachers reflected on

difficulties resolving issues related to professional role boundaries. Next, they reponed

problems arising from directives demanded by the different levels in the hierarchy of

educational supervisors. Finally. issues related to knowledge have highlighted concerns

about the lack of special education qualifications and training focussed on collaboration.

Wishes

The special education teachers in this study expressed three wishes for what they

feel could be ideal collaboration with classroom teachers in the future. First. they would

like formalized. planned time provided for talking with classroom teachers within the

instructional day. Second. they would like funher training in collaboration, preferably

through inservicing. Third, teachers would like instruction focussed on interpersonal

skills.

Implications

The typical practices and ideal wishes oUllincd by special educators in this study

have implications for the future development of provincial, school board. and local school

policy related to special education practice. Firsl, provincial policy needs 10 emphasize

collaboration as part of the role of the special education teachers and classroom teachers

who are teaching students with special needs; for example, as pan of the role designations

in the Pathways document. and as an expansion of the step-by-step process of
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implementing an ISSP plan. Through modification to the Special £dllcatioll Policy

Mallllal (Draft I. Pathways and ISSP documents, provincial policy needs to outline the

importance of this day-to-day collaboration. Rather than implying and generally stating

Ihe role of day-te-day collaboration, it needs 10 more explicitly recommend effective

approaches to collaboration.

In the Special Educatioll Policy Manllal (Draft) (Govemmenl of Newfoundland &

Labrador, 1999), for example, this research has implications for policy modifications in

two areas. In Part IV, "Definitions," it would be appropriate to add a definition of

collaboration, including an emphasis on its necessity for successful student support

services. As policy 34 states that special education personnel should be consulted when

inservicing is being planned, so then should Part V, "Student Support Services Policies:'

Policy 11 that emphasizes interagency collaboration, be expanded to include a mandate

such as, "Regular. planned collaboration between special education teachers and

classroom teachers should be encouraged and supported through the provision of

appropriate inservicing and flexibility of scheduling to promote its school-wide use."

The results of this study also imply that the 'Who does what?' roles of the speeial

education teacher in the Pathways document needs be expanded. More specifically,

instead of statements within which collaboration is subsumed, such as, "Monitors the

child/youth's progress through observation and consultation with the classroom teacher"

(Government of Newfoundland & Labrador, 1998, p.32), a more proactive indic:nor of

collaboration should be used, for example. "Regularly collaborates with the classroom
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teacher:'

As Pathways is the educational component of the ISSP. the ISSP document could

also be modified to place a greater emphasis on collaboration. In the document. a

flowchan for the "Suppon Services Planning Process" (Government of Newfoundland &

Labmdor, 1997, p.7) outlines steps from the identification of special needs to the review

of plans. The sixth step of the chan entitled. "Implementation of Suppon Services Plan"

is where the imponance of collaboration can be emphasized for the school seuing. Rather

than proceeding from the implementation of a plan to its monitoring. as this chan

suggests, an additional step focussing on collaboration could be added.

As well. the role of collaboration needs to be emphasized in "Section Two:

Support Services Planning in the School Setting" (p. (7). Here. the necessity. nature and

roles of the collaborating special education and classroom teachers could be outlined as a

funhcr aspect of "Implementing the ISSP in the School Setting:' In "Appendill A:

PotentiallSSP Team Members" (p.69) the ISSP policy should cllpand and refine the role

of day-to-day collaboration for the special education tcacher and the classroom teacher.

~tly, like the Appendill B is focussed on "The Problem Solving Process" (p.9), this

policy document should include an appendix entitled "Focussed on Collaboration." which

would outline the steps and suppons for successful collaboration between teachers and

members of other communilY agencies.

If the role description of the special education tcacher is formally expanded to

include regular daY-lo-day collaboration with classroom teachers. provincial policy must,
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as well. provide school boards and local schools with the authorily to implemcnl

supponive, praclical changes for collaboration within districi and school policies and

practices.

To implement such changes. school boards firsl need to continue to search for

highly qualified professionals to carry out Ihe duties of special education leachers. Where

this is not possible. taking remote locales and the growing teacher shonage into account.

school boards should consider supponing some means by which those hired as

unqualified special education teachers can take part in completing their training. This

might include. for example. encouidgement or direction. time. financial suppon or even

financial incentives. In addilion. they need to consider cooperating wilh post-secondary

institutions to make such continued education available 10 all teachers. even those in

School boards need 10 eltpect and encourage individual schools 10 make changes

to support the collaboration of special education teachers and classroom teachers.

including changes 10 the inSlructional day. and scheduling of inslTUclionaltime. One area

of such suppon could be the designation of specific collabomtion time. or alternatively.

allowing individuals schools the flcltibility to create collaboration lime.

Through special services personnel. school boards could consider designing

inservice workshops to share the interpersonal skills essential for special education and

classroom teacher collaborJtion. or creating some venue for special education

professionals 10 gather and share experiences and infonnation. More pmctically. school
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boards should consider using technology that is already available to create a private space

for special educators. such as an email group or an internet discussion forum. As a start.

for eltample, they could elicit contributions for district newsletters to help special

education teachers share their eltperiences. Other potential forms of staff development

that school boards could consider are outlined by Glickman. Gordon & Ross-Gordon

(ciled in Brown & Sheppard. 1997): mentoring programs. ~kjll development centers,

teacher institutes. collegial support groups. networks. teachers leadership. teacher. as

writer. individually planned staff dcvelopment. and partnerships. According to thc needs

identified by the special education teachers in this study. the following formats are also

possibilities. Firsl, programs of skills development. described as "several workshops

over a period of months, and classroom coaching between workshops to assist teachcrs to

transfer new skills to thcir daily teaching" (Brown & Sheppard. 1997, p.9) could be

implemented. A second choice, to reduce the isolation of special education teachers

could be similar to the networks. where. "teachers from diffcrent schools share

information. concerns and accomplishments and engage in common learning through

computcr links. newslcuers, fax machines, and occasional seminars and conferences"

(p.lO) would be a fleltible model for ruo.:ll regions. A similar choice would be the

development of teacher centers, where. "teachers can meet at a central location to engage

in professional dialogue. develop skills. plan innovations. and gather or create

instructional materials" (p.9). One of many types of professional growth to consider is

the model of staff development. "a process of long-term commitment to professional
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growlh across a broad range of school goals" involving all school pc~onnel (Dettmcr.

Thurston & Dyck. 1993). and focusing. in this case. on collaboration.

Locally. individual schools and their administrators can consider using nexibility

in their scheduling to build in planned. fonnal time for collaboration between special

education teachers and classroom teache~ who have shared responsibility for teaching

students with special needs. To encourage this initiation. individual schools and school

staff need to commit to the need for collaboration time. and to making use of time that is

provided for collaboration. Schools should encourage teachers to realize that this time

provided is a support for something they are already doing. mther than as an added

expectation. West & Idol (1990) created a practical list of eleven strategies to make such

time a reality. These suggestions include grouping students. providing support staff.

volunlee~. student teachers or substitutc time. the assigning of time by the school

principal. or the reorganization of the school day.

"Administrative structures which limit tcacher nexibility. and inhibit

collaboration and team planning can be major obstacles to the development of newer

models of professional development that are consistent with the continuous leaming cycle

ofa learning organization" (Brown & Sheppard. 1997. p.13). According to this

statement. schools should consider tying such initiatives in with school improvement or

pe~onal professional growth plans.

As all classroom leache~ currently entering the school system will be working in

inclusive classrooms. and will inevitably be working with students with exceptionalilies.
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in tum, they will be working with, and hopefully, collaborating with special education

teachers. Faculties of education should consequently consider including specific skills in

special education and classroom teacher collaboration in the preservice training for all

teachers. Having a strong base of interpersonal skills. a knowledge of effective

collaboration practices. and a commitment to collaboration would be an excellent start to

encouraging collaboration.

For teachers already in Ihe school system. faculties of education could consider

creating. for example. a summer institute where, "teachers participate in intensi ve

learning experiences on single. complex topics over a period of consecutive weeks or

days" (Glickman et al. cited in Brown & Sheppard. 1997. p.IO) or a distance education

module outlining collaboration skills. As teachers do not indicate the need for a full

credit academic course focussing on collabomtion. perhaps such a focus could be

integrated inlo already existing coursework. Faculties of education could consider

cooperating with school districts to coordinate service delivery to a wider range of school

personnel.

Special education teachers who lake a personal initiative and are motivated to

inquire about their collaboration could team up with a collabor.llion classroom teacher for

funher sWdyon collaboration. fulfilling individually.guided or individually planned

models of staff development (Brown & Sheppard. 1997). Athabasca University. for

example. offers a senior-level distance education course entitled, "Consultation and

Collaboration for Students with Special Needs," This course covers topics within
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collaborntion: its elemenls. theory, competencies. school structure. evaluation, suppon.

role identification. benefits, process. obstacles, problem-solving. communication skills.

techniques. strategies, evaluation of collaborJtion. and parents as panners. The university

summarizes the focus of the course as follows: ''The main emphasis of the course is on

understanding collaborative consultation as a process that enables people with diverse

expenise to work together to generate solutions for educating students with special

education needs in regular public school classrooms" (Athabasca University, 1999, p.I).

Suggestiolls for Fwther Research

Funher research in this area should include a broader number of special education

teachers throughout the province. preferably from a sampling of full time special

education teachers. It would be helpful to gather infonnation from special education

teachers with a wider range of experience. not only to discover how collaboration has

changed with special education policies and the advent of Pathways. but also to compare

how novice and experienced teachers collaborate differently. A study with a greater

geographical range may elicit more information about how different districts are

implementing collaboration. and how they are providing time and training for

collaboration. Research extending nationally could investigate if and how other

provinces and faculties of education are providing time and training forcollaboration.

More specifics on the type of interpersonal communication skills that teachers need

across the province should also be defined. From the point of view of classroom
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teachers. il is important (0 find out their collaboration needs. wishes and practices. and

how classroom teachers feel they can best be supponed in an inclusive classroom

In the future. it would be interesling 10 see how the collaboration of special

education teachers and classroom teachers changes. as teachers become more proficient.

ellpert and comfortable with Pathways and working in an inclusive environment.

Big Dreams: Collaborutiofl

A POl!lic Trclllscn/Jlioll

In an ideal world:

It's always nice to get some ideas about how 10 gel along better. how to deal wilh
teachers working together. every day: equals.
Understanding. cooperative. fiellible
open. comfortable. rappon.
trying.
You don'( have (0 do it all on your own:

Training. more lraining:
ideas. techniques. s('Jlegies.
help. advice. infonnation. direction.
To work wilh. go along with. learn from
other people's ideas.
Respect.

Time is not something
we tend to have a lot of:
more time. selting up a time. a certain amount of lime. a little more time. opportunity .
fit Ihat intolhe schedule.
To talk. 10 lalk with. talk with these teachers. discuss further.
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We can sit down. sit down for a while. meet. discuss. get together
more talking. more sitting down.
[I just seem to be going back to thaLI

I don't think we'lI ever get it. but.
It would be really ideal if that were the case. but.
That would be great! Wouldn't it be nice!! Perfect!

Seek it OUI and it will benefit you
to
help them
succeed. 1

Glesne (1999) asks researchers to IXlY atl~ntion to their last \~..ords: they can be academic.
look forward to what should come nelll. or end with the words of the participants. In this case.
an integration of looking ahead. along with the words of the special education teacher
participants. has been callied out by ending this study with how the panicipants themselves are
looking towards the fUllire of collaboration.

According to Glesne. poetic transcription is one type of alternate or clIperimental ronn of
representing research. which are "poem-like pieces from the words or the interviewees:' (Glesne
cited in Glesne 1999. p.IS3) that attempts to "get at the essence of what's said. the emotions
ellpressed. and th~ rhythm of speaking" (Glesne. 1999. p.ISJ). The creation or poetic
transcription works this way:

The process involves word reduction while illuminating the wholeness and
interconnectedness of thoughts. Through shaping the presentation of the
words of an interviewee. the researcher creates a third voice thilt is neither
the interviewec's nor the researcher's but is a combination of both. This
third voice disintegrates any appearance of separation between observer
and observed. (Glesne. 1999. p.IS3)

This particular poetic transcription was taken from the complied data of all special
education teacher participants. The "wishes" folder. created to compile the hopes for the future
of collaboration; as well. these words and phrases were integrated with the "renections" and
"possibilities" columns of collaboration journals. The structure of this poetic narroltive was
created to imitate the collective three-part wishes for ideal collaboration. as projected by the
spedal education teachers in this study.
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APPENDlX A

Letter of Consent to the Director of Education

Dear <Name of Director of Education>.

My name is Kimberly Maich. I am a graduate student in the Faculty of Educ:Jtion at

Memorial University. currently researching a thesis entitled [thesis titlej. This thesis

will be examining how Special Education Teachers in Districtll are working together

with Classroom Te:Jchers to help fulfill the cooperative ideals of the Pathways document.

The purpose of this leiter is to request your permission to contact c:Jrefully selected

Principals and Special Education Teachers to begin conducting research in District (J.

Teachers' participation will consist of an audiotaped personal interview at the

convenience of individual teachers at a mutually decided location. which should take

approximately one hour to complete. Teachers will also be asked to complete a five day

journal. outlining instances of cooperation with Classroom Teachers. along with

reflections on these instances. Collabor.tting Special Education Teachers participants be

asked not to identify Classroom Teachers by name or school location. If a Classroom

Teacher is easily identifiable, that teacher's consent to participate will also be fonnally

requested. Some followup by phone may be necessary to confirm information.

Participants may also be requested to provide some feedback to this research close to its
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completion.

All information gathered in this study is strictly confidential. At no time will individual

teachers or schools be identified or identifiable. The names of participants will not be

used in my final report. I am interested in what teachers in District [J are doing as a

group. not in any individual teacher's performance. In addition, recordings made will be

kept in a locked file and will be destroyed upon completion of this study. Participation is

this study is voluntary. You may withdr.lw your consent to participate at any time and

you may decline to answer any interview questions or to discontinue your joumal entries

at any time.

This research is being supervised by Dr. Rosonna Tite, Associate Professor. Faculty of

Education. Any questions or concerns can be directed to me at (709) 454-2541 or by

email tojkmaich@nf.sympatico.ca. If you need to speak to a resource person not

associated with this study, please contact Dr. CJar Doyle. Associate Dean (Acting),

Graduate Programs and Research.

Please return this consent form to me as soon as possible. so that I may begin requesting

pennission for participation from individual principals and teachers. Please keep a copy

for your records.
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Yours Sincerely.

Kimberly Maich

_______ hereby give my permi:;sion for selected schools in District (J

to panicipate in a study on how Spet:ial Education Teachers are working together wilh

Classroom Teachers under Pathways. being undenakcn by Kimberly Maich. I understand

that this panicipation is totally voluntary and that I may withdraw this permission al any

time. and that all information is strictly confidential and no individual teacher will be

identified.
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APPENDIX B

leiter of Consent to Principals

Dear <Name of Principal>,

My name is Kimberly Maich. I am a graduate student in the Faculty of Educalion OIl

Memorial University. currently researching a thesis entitled [thesis title]. This thesis

will be cJl.amining how Special Education Teachers sueh as those in your school are

working together with Classroom Teachers to help fulfill the cooperative ideals of the

Pathways document. The purpose of this leller is to request consent from sclected

Special Education teachers to panicipate in this research.

Teachers' participalion will consist of an audiolaped personal interview at your

convenience and a mutually decided location. which should take approximately one hour

to complete. They will also be asked to complete a fivc day journal, outlining instances

of cooperation with Classroom Teachers, along with reOections on Ihese instances.

Collaborating Special Education Teachers participants. will be asked not to identify

Classroom Teachers by name or school location. If a Classroom Teacher is easily

identifiable. that teacher's consent to participate will also be fonnally requested. Some

followup by phone may be necessary to confinn infonnation. Teachers may also be

requesled to provide some feedback to this research close 10 ils completion.
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All infonn:ltion g:lthered in this study is strictly confidential. At no time will individual

teachers or schools be identified or identifiable. The n:lmes of participants will not be

used in my final repon. I am interested in what teachers in District (J are doing as a

group. not in any individual teacher's perfonnance. In addition. recordings made will be

kept in a locked file and will be destroyed upon completion of this study. Participation is

this study is voluntary. Teachers may withdraw their consent to participate at any time

and you may decline to answer any interview questions orlo discontinue journal entries at

any lime.

This research is being supervised by Dr. Rosonna Tile. Associate Professor. Faculty of

Education. Any questions orconcems can be directed 10 me al (709) 454·2541 or by

emailtojkmaich@nf.sympatico.ca. If you need to speak to a resource person not

associated with this study. please contact Dr. elar Doyle. Associate Dean (Acting).

Graduate Programs and Research.

Please return this consent fonn to me by , so thai I may begin

requesting consent from individual teachers. Please keep acopy for your records, as

well.

Yours Sincerely.
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Kimberly Maich

_______ hereby give my pennission for selected teachers of

_____(school name) to panicipate in a study on how Special Education

Teachers are working together with Classroom Teachers under Pathways, being

undenaken by Kimberly Maich. I understand thai this panicipation is totally voluntary

and that I may withdraw this pcnnission at any lime. and Ihat all infonnation is slnctly

confidential and no individual teacher will be identified.
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APPENDlXC

Letter of Consent to Special Education Teachers

Dear <Name of Special Education Teacher>.

My name is Kimberly Maich. I am a graduate student in the Faculty of Education at

Memorial University. currently researching a thesis entitled [thesis title I. This thesis will

be ell.amining how Special Educotion Teachers like yourself are working together with

Classroom Teachers to help fulfill the cooperative ideals of the Parll\\·Q).'s document. The

purpose of this lctter is to request your consent to be a participant in this research.

Your participation will consist of an audiotaped personal interview at your convenience

ond 0 mutually decided location, which should lake approximately one hour to complete.

You will also be asked to complete 0 five day journal. outlining instances of cooperation

with Classroom Teachers. along with your reflections on these instances. As

collaborating Special Education Teachers participants. you will be asked nOi to identify

Classroom Teachers by name or school location. If a Classroom Teacher is easily

identifiable, that teacher's consent to participale will also be formally requested. Some

followup by phone may be necessary to confirm infonnation. As a participant, you may

also be requested 10 provide some feedback 10 this research close to its completion.
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All information gathered in ,his study is strictly confidential. At no lime will individual

teachers or schools be identified or identifiable. The names of participants will not be

used in my final report. I am interested in what teachers in District II are doing as a

group. not in any individual teacher's performance. In addition. recordings made will be

kept in a locked file and will be destroyed upon completion of this study. Participation is

this study is voluntary. You may withdraw your consent to participate at anytime and

you may decline to answer any interview questions or to discontinue your journal entries

at anytime.

This research is being supervised by Dr. Rosonna Tite. Associate Professor. Faculty of

Education. Any questions or concerns can be directed to me at (709) 454-2541 or by

emailtojkmaich@nf.sympatico.ca. If you need to speak to a resource person not

associated with this study. please contact Dr. CIM Doyle. Associate Dean (Acting).

Graduate Programs and Research.

Please return this consent form to me by . keeping a copy for your

records.

Yours Sincerely.

Kimberly Maich
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_______ hereby give my pennission [0 p3J1icipate in 3 siudy on how

Special Education Teachers are working togclher wilh Classroom TCat:hers under

~. being undem.ken by Kimberly Maich. I understand thai this panicipation is

totally voluntary and Ihat J may withdraw this pennission :11 any time. and rnal all

info11Tl3tion is sirictly confidential and no individuallcadler will be identified.
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APPENDIXD

Interview Script

Point FornI Oral COIISI!IIt

Background

Could you please tell me your job title or titles?

2. How many years of teaching experience do you have'?

3. How many years experience have you had teaching special education?

4. What is your tcaching certification?

5. What kind of academic training do you have in special education. if any?

6. What kind of other training. such as inservicing. have you received in special

education. if any?

'nclusion

Inclusion can be defined as the including of children with exceptionalities into the regular

classroom situ:ltion for the majority of the school day. rather Ihan students being pl3ced in

self-contained classrooms for special education purposes. During inclusion. the regular

classroom teacher takes more responsibility for the teaching of speci31 education students,

and works together with special education teachers to deliver programming for all

students (Hallahan & Kauffman. (991).
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Would you say that you practice inclusion?

If YES. why do you practice inclusion?

What strategies do you usc to carry out inclusion?

If NO. whydo you not practice inclusion?

What are some of your barriers to practicing inclusion?

') How would you describe you altitude towards the inclusion of students with

exceptionalities?

Pathways

Parlm'ays to Programming and Graduation is our current provincial modcl for special

education practice. Pathways provides us with special education policy for the planning

of individual programs to meet the needs of students with el(ceptionalities. in

Newfoundland and Labrador. It provides the structure for the part of the ISSP (Individual

Support Services Plan) that is related to education. Students might make use of Pathway

1 (provincial curriculum). Pathway 2 (provincial curriculum with suppol1s I

accommodations). Pathway 3 (modified courses). Pathway 4 (alternate courses). or

Pathway 5 (alternate curriculum) (Government of Newfoundland and Labrador. 1998).

Have you been inserviced on Palhways?

2. Would you say thai Pathways is in use in your school?

Is Pathwa.vs fully in use. a little in use. or not used at all?
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3. What are your feelings towards the usc of Pallm·ays?

Collaboratiun

One definition of collabor:ltion defines collaborntive consultation as ·'an interactive and

ongoing process where individuals with different e~pcrtise. knowledge. or e~perience

voluntarily work. together to create solutions to mutually agreed upon problems"

(Robinson. 1991. p.441-422l. In this case. I am looking at special education tcachers and

classroom leachers as these equal partners working or talking directly together to meet the

needs of special education students. In this interview. I am interesting in exploring direct.

day-to-day collabor:ltion; not the use of similar progrJmming. or fonnalized expected

ISSP meetings, but the physical face-to-face working together of special education and

classroom teachers.

Please describe any tr:lining you have had in the use of col1abor:ltion. If yes.

please describe.

2. How do you feel about collaboration with classroom teachers?

3. Most special education teachers. both before Pathways and now. have usually

practiced some sort of collaboration. Do you feel that that is true for you. as well?

4. Please tell me about your experience with usingeollabor:ltion.

5. Have you changed Of added to any of yOUf strategies since the Pathways

document was put into usc? If so. please describe these changes.
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6. Are you salisfied with how you collaborate? If not. what would you like to

change in the future?

P,ob~s

RQ/~s.

How mighl you describe your role in relation to the role of the classroom leacher?

2. Do you think your role has changed. wilh Pathways in place?

3. How has your role changed?

Obstacle-s.

4. Some teachers feel there are obstacles thai SlOp successful collaboration with

classroom leachers. Whal do you think?

5. Can you describe any obstacles 10 yourcoJlaboration wilh classroom teachers?

6. Wh:ll kinds of things could schools put in place Ihat would encourage

collaboration?

Efft'Cls.

7. Can you lhink. of any benefilS to practicing collaboration?

8. Can you think of any disadvantages to prncticing collaboration?

9. How do you think collabor.ttion affecls students with exceptionalilies?

All students in a classroom? The involved teachers?

10. What k.ind of feedback do you gel from teachers you work with. about

collaboration?
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Comparisons.

II. Do you lhink th:1t your use of collaboration is common or uncommon compared to

other special education leachers? Why?

12. Does yoor collaboration differ between different classroom teacher? How does il

differ? Why do you think there are differences?

The Ft/ture.

13. Do you feellhat further training in collaborJ.tion would be useful to you?

If NO. why not? If YES. what would you be hoping to gain from further IrJ.ining?

14. Is there :my lraining you would recommend for preservice teachers?

15. What do you feel would be lhe ideal types of collaboration for the future?

Do you have any further comments to add?
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Collabor.uion Journal Sample Page
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